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Abstract
The process of development of a new robot is one of the modern technological arts. This
process involves multiple complex steps and recursive approach. In this project, a solution
for automatic harvesting of mushrooms is developed. In order to design an effective solution,
it is necessary to explore and take into consideration the limitations of grasping very soft and
fragile objects (particularly mushrooms). We will elaborate several strategies of picking and
analyze each strategy to formulate the design requirements, develop a solution, and finally,
evaluate the efficiency of the proposed solution in actual farm conditions for real
mushrooms. The mushroom farm used in our study utilizes Dutch shelving systems, which
pose stringent space requirements on the construction. The main challenge in this project is
the development of a robot with 7 degrees of freedom (DOF), which would fit into the
existing infrastructure with no or minimal changes on the existing infrastructure.
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Chapter 1
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Introduction

In this chapter, the current state of art in the field of mushroom harvesting will be
described and previous efforts for automating this process are reviewed.

1.1 Mushroom Cultivation
People have consumed mushrooms for centuries and highly evaluated them for their
nutritional qualities, flavor, and medicinal properties for many years. About 35
mushroom species are cultivated commercially, and around 20 of those, are cultivated on
an industrial scale [1]. The most common mushroom worldwide is Agaricus bisporus
(button mushroom).
The cultivation of Agaricus bisporus is an intricate process that requires careful
preparation of substrate in multiple stages and the maintenance of precise environmental
conditions during the growth and fruiting. The substrate used for cultivation is a
nutritious compost prepared in a special manner with a layer of casing at the top (Figure
1). The casing material should not have any nutrients and should possess good water
holding capacity with a texture permitting good aeration and neutral pH level. The casing
soil has to be laid on top of the compost infiltrated with mycelia. The casing soil plays an
important role in the way that mycelia grows and how mushrooms’ pin-heads are formed
and hence, has significant impact on such parameters as final size of the mushrooms,
density of mushroom germs and so on. Nevertheless, the role of the casing soil in fruiting
is only partially understood. The mushroom cultivation rooms should have facilities with
microclimate control, to set and maintain optimum temperatures along with high relative
humidity for mycelia growth and fruit body formation, and pasteurization processes,
since good hygiene is also one of the most important keys of mushroom cultivation
process [2].
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Figure 1: Substrate structure
Harvesting has to be performed after every flush of growth, approximately every 7 to 10
days. Harvesting required to be intensive yet accurate, since mushrooms double their size
and weight every 24 hours but become ripe not at the same time. After reaching maturity,
the mushroom has to be quickly picked before the bottom of the cap opens. Most of the
crop might be harvested within the first two flushes from a single load of bed. One load
might give up to four flushes. The growing beds then have to be emptied and sterilized, to
kill pests, infections and molds [2].
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1.2 On Feasibility of Automatic Picking
The production and consumption of Agaricus mushrooms are continually growing. For
example, the production of mushrooms in USA has increased from 90 million kilograms
a year to 430 million kilograms a year between 1970 and 2015 and these values continue
to grow (Figure 2a). During the same time interval, the ratio of the fresh market
mushrooms increased from 25% in 1970 to 90% in 2015 and now represents the major
part of this market (Figure 2b). According to the National Agricultural Statistics Service,
the mushroom growing industry is valued at over $100 billion per annum worldwide [3].
The volume of the market for mushroom production is valued nearly $300 millions only
in Canada. Overall, 100 million kilograms of mushrooms production is grown by 100
Canadian mushroom farms, 75% of them sold locally (at average price of $2.50 per Kg)
and the rest is exported.
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Figure 2: Dynamics of mushroom market
According to the United States Department of Agriculture Economics, Statistics and
Market Information System, the volume of sales of the 2014-2015 mushroom crop in the
United States in terms of weight went up by 6 percent from the last season. The value of
sales for the 2014-2015 mushroom crop in the United States in terms of finances went up
by 10 percent from the previous season and totaled at $1.23 billions [4].
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Currently, all mushrooms intended for the fresh market are harvested by hand. Since
producers use a lot of human work, it is hard for the manufacturers in Europe and North
America to compete with Asian suppliers, since human labor costs significantly differ.
For instance, in Canada and the United States more than 30% of the final production cost
($0.75 per kg) represented by cost of human labor.
In addition, workers tend to over-package containers above the nominal weight (a
standard 200g mushroom container typically filled with 210-220g of mushrooms). This
over-weighting causes up to 10% of additional revenue loss.
A flow of the workforce is another problem for the industry. As in any other production,
skilled mushroom pickers are much more preferable, than non-trained workers. Training
requires significant amounts of time and resources. Since the work is intensive and hard
(Figure 3), pickers tend to leave this type of occupation, which creates additional
expenses for farms. Recent changes in Canadian Foreign Worker Program have deepened
this problem, since Mushroom picking was one of the most unattractive jobs for local
residents [5].
Mechanization of the production process expected to improve competitiveness of the
mushroom farms in North America and Europe. In addition, the automation of this
process might allow accelerating the production growth and even improve quality of the
end-product. Besides, a recent study conducted to estimate the possible influence of
further automation on the wholesale price, showed that human labor represents
approximately from 20 to 50% of the costs of mushroom production for the fresh market
in the NA and EU [6].
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Figure 3: Human laborers in a typical mushroom farm
Gradual replacement of the human labor by the automatic mushroom picking robot is
now only a matter of economic feasibility. According to Reed, the use of robots in
commercial farms might not eliminate the demand for labor completely. Instead, he
estimated, that robots can decrease harvesting labor requirements by approximately 75%,
because when a mushrooms grow at a very high density, robots might not function
effectively and might damage surrounding mushrooms [5][6]. To address that, it is
necessary to have workers that might first pick mushrooms from the areas with highdensity of crops and leave the rest of the harvest to a robot [7]. However, recent study
estimates that if the mushrooms are picked quickly, regularly and at a right time (growth
flush) by a high productive robot, this will, most probably, eliminate clusterization and
allow keeping conditions for further efficient automatic harvesting [1].
The first step in the direction of automation of the picking process was made in 1993,
when the European Union provided funding to the UK based Silsoe Research Institute to
develop an automatic mushroom harvester. Their engineers developed an automatic
harvesting system, which was able to automatically locate mushrooms, determine their
positions and their sizes, select a picking order, pick the mushrooms, trim and finally
transfer mushrooms to boxes. Since 1995, they have conducted performance tests for a
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pilot harvester at several sites: at Horticulture Research Institute, Wellesbourne (Great
Britain) and at a commercial mushroom farm in Netherlands. In total, the robot made
2,975 picking attempts and among them, 2427 attempts were successful, (picking
efficiency rate was over 80%). During the tests on the commercial farm, 75.9% of the
crop was successfully harvested by the robot. Amounts of marks or damage and severity
of bruising on the automatically harvested crop were significantly lower than those,
which were picked manually. The results of those trials demonstrated that technologywise it was feasible to apply robotic solutions for automatic mushroom picking in
industry [7], [8].
Even though, the device developed By Silsoe Research Institute demonstrated its
feasibility and efficiency in automatic picking, this was not the best solution. The main
issues with the proposed solution was the large size [of the device], lack of scalability and
low productivity, none of which were acceptable for industrial application for a number
of reasons, including unacceptably high costs of adaptation to the existing farm
environments.
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1.3 Current state of art (modern achievements in automatic
mushroom harvesting)
Following the proven feasibility of robotic mushroom harvester in 1993, a number of
developments began to emerge after 1995. In this section, the most advanced systems for
automatic mushroom harvesting are reviewed.

1.3.1 VAN DEN TOP MACHINEBOUW
Van den Top Machinebouw BV developed a simple, yet quite effective and extremely
productive solution for automatic harvesting, sorting and packaging of mushrooms for
canned market [9]. Figure 4 represents the main machinery—the harvester.

Figure 4: Automatic mushroom harvester for canning market
The manufacturer claims that it is possible to use this harvester for fresh market as well,
however there has been no report of using the mushrooms harvested by this device in the
fresh market.
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In addition, there are several hard constraints for this type of harvester that limit its
application, e.g., for effective operation of the harvester, this machine requires very good
leveling of the soil before mushrooms may start fruiting. In order to meet this
requirement, a substrate ruffling and leveling machine, shown in Figure 5 was developed.
It is necessary to use this machine right after fresh substrate and casing are loaded into
the bed in order to prepare the soil for the harvester.

Figure 5: Substrate ruffling and leveling machine
The substrate ruffling and leveling machine activates its ruffling device first during its
first pass across the bed. The ruffling device plows the casing for better air access to the
substrate. Upon reaching the end of the bed, the machine retracts ruffling head and lowers
leveling drum and starts moving backwards leaving perfectly leveled layer of casing.
These steps are necessary for effective use of harvester.
Figure 6 demonstrates the harvester in operation. It works the following way: the front
brush rotates counterclockwise, fixing mushrooms by holding their caps, while rotating
blades cuts everything at a certain level above the ground and drops it off on the
harvester’s inner conveyor tape, which transfers everything out of it to the next stage of
conveyor tape.
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Figure 6: Harvester in operation
The conveyor tape at the side of the bed delivers harvested mushrooms to other parts of
the factory for washing, sorting, packaging, etc. After the pass of the harvester, there are
significant leftovers remained on the bed (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Leftovers
All these stubs have to be removed in order to allow the next step of crop growth. A
stubs-remover has also been developed specifically for this purpose (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Stubs remover
If a farm is not aiming for producing mushrooms for canned industry, it is not feasible to
use such system, since it cuts everything, regardless of the mushroom size, their maturity,
quality and other parameters, which are highly important parameters of mushroom
destined for fresh market. Because of its nature, mycelium starts fruiting across the bed at
a random (within limits) time and with different speed of growth. During this stage the
size and weight of a mushroom doubles approximately every 24 hours). Thus, it is clear
that even few hours of difference in the time of harvesting can make a significant
difference in the total yield of the harvest and the farms’ bottom-line.

1.3.2 CHAMPI-ON
CHAMPI-ON is a fully automatic system for picking and handling mushrooms for the
fresh market. Currently it appears to be the most advanced commercial system for
automatic picking and handling mushrooms for farms with Dutch shelves.
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Figure 9: Trolley inside Dutch shelves
Within the Champi-ON project, engineers developed a trolley-shaped machine to roll inbetween the Dutch shelves in search of fresh mushrooms ready to be picked. The trolley
is equipped with all necessary subsystems: the vision system (to identify mushrooms,
selects the mushroom to be picked, and provide other parameters required by the robotic
manipulator), the gripper (a three-finger manipulator that grasps and uproots the
mushroom from the growing bed), the stem cutting and packaging mechanisms.
The vision system is located inside the robot and includes a camera and backlight
illumination system with reflector-diffuser. The whole system (Figure 10) is mounted on
a rail and is able to move left and right across the bed for scanning the surface under the
camera and determining mushrooms that are ready to be picked.
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Figure 10: Camera
Upon locating a proper target mushroom, the system also checks the availability of free
space around the target for successful insertion of the fingers and uprooting the
mushroom (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Example of imaging system output
After locating a target mushroom that meets all the requirements, the imaging system
sends all necessary information to the gripper and retracts to its home position. The main
gripper moves to the received coordinates and attempts to uproot the mushroom. The
gripper system uses three prismatic joints to move the wrist. The wrist itself includes one
passive spherical joint and three pneumatic pistons connected to three fingers with
textured rubber pads, located at 120° relative to each other. The fingers also have rollers
on their tips to simplify vertical insertion. Overall, the gripper system has four active
DOFs (including opening/closing) and two passive. It uses servomotors to rotate the wrist
around its vertical axis, move it left and right horizontally (along Y axis) and vertically
(along Z axis). The positioning along the X axis is achieved by moving the whole cart
therefore, requiring the cart to stand still during camera scanning, gripper positioning and
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uprooting. The opening and closing of the fingers is achieved using three pistons (one for
each finger). The mushroom holding force might be controlled only by changing the
pressure in the pneumatic system.

Figure 12: Simple Fingers, pneumatically actuated (on/off valve)
A mushroom, picked by the main gripper, is then handed over to a queue of the
mushroom management system. From there, the mushroom is lifted by the gripper with a
suction cup and transported towards the stem cutting mechanism. Afterwards, without
stopping the movement of the suction cup, the mushroom is transported and dropped
inside the standardized punnets, where an adjustable shaking mechanism helps
mushrooms to be rearranged in the available space inside the punnets [10].

Figure 13: Stem-Cutting and Packaging systems
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The filled boxes are then unloaded to a supplementary storage cart.
Overall, this system eliminates the need for manual cutting, sorting and packaging and
requires only manual storage. It is estimated that the system reduces human labor by 60%
[5].
While the Champi-ON robot is the most advanced system to date for automatic
harvesting of mushrooms, it has many weak points in its design such as:


Simplistic fingers that do not have optimal form for mushrooms, increasing the
possibility of loosing and damaging the mushroom caps



Non-optimal wrist design that allows for free movements of the gripper, reducing
the accuracy and effectiveness of the operation



Lack of control over the wrist that can result in damaging the mushrooms
surrounding the targeted mushroom during the fingers insertion



The use of pneumatic actuation, which results in low controllability, noise, high
cost of maintenance



Very low overall productivity per unit

1.3.3 Other Solutions and Attempts
A mushroom harvesting prototype using conventional robotic arm and suction cups was
developed at the University Of Warwick [12]. The prototype is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Solution developed at Warwick University
Very similar solution was recently developed in Vineland Research and Innovation
Centre in Ontario (Figure 15) [15]. Harvest Robotics, a company founded in Vineland,
proposed a solution based on portable beds and off-the-shelf robotic solutions for actual
picking [16]. At the time, when most mushrooms on the bed are considered ripe, the bed
transferred to the work cell and the robot is used to do the picking inside the cell. This
solution requires restructuring of the entire farm and significant capital investments.
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Figure 15: Vineland’s automation system
Moreover, the supply channel for the new beds, maximum achievable speed, and optimal
selection of mushrooms in this method are still a matter of question.
Another prototype with similar suction mechanism and a gantry arm was developed in
the Centre for Concepts in Mechatronics (CCM) in Netherlands [17].
The results obtained from those robotic solutions all showed that suction cup was not a
suitable tool for detaching mushrooms from the soil and this technique was abandoned
due to unacceptably high degree of bruising or damaging of mushroom caps. In addition,
these systems showed low productivity and problematic scalability.
A new gripper design with camera vision and laser beam as shown in Figure 16 was
developed by Methore Techniek in Netherlands [14].
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Figure 16: Solution developed by Methore Co
Even though the gripper is compact and simple, its effective design allows the gripper to
grasp mushrooms at a high speed without damaging them. The developers of this system
have not yet disclosed any details about it.

1.3.4 Summary
All systems reviewed in this chapter suffer from one or several of the following
problems:


A poor design of the system resulting in inaccurate or unreliable picking and
increased percentage of damaged and/or bruised mushrooms



Incompatibility with existing infrastructure used in most (about 90% of)
mushroom farms mainly based on Dutch shelving.



Low productivity due to the slow speed of picking



Low scalability
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1.4 Objectives
The main goal of this work is to develop a fully automated harvesting system for picking
mushrooms grown in Dutch shelves. In order to do that it is necessary to meet the
following requirements:
The operation of the system should not require changing of the existing shelves and fit
within the existing space in between the shelves
The system should be able to pick approximately one mushroom per second on average
in order to be economically viable
The harvester in the system should avoid damaging target mushroom and mushrooms
surrounding it
The system should be able to operate in conjunction with an automatic sorting and
packaging system located near the beds
The system should be able to automatically locate mushrooms that are ready to be picked,
and determine the most effective sequence and strategy of picking without involving
people
The harvester should be able to transfer picked mushrooms to the processing system
located in-between the beds

1.5 Thesis Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are listed below:


Development and assessment of most efficient picking strategies that suitable for
robotic implementation was conducted



Developed, tested and evaluated manipulator for grasping of very soft and fragile
objects and manipulating them with significant forces without damaging
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Developed manipulator that optimized for working in environment that have
highly limited vertical space



A carrier developed that could contain up to three manipulators, which can work
simultaneously and independently for increased productivity



The final construction was evaluated in terms of achievable efficiency and
productivity

This project was conducted in collaboration with Mr. Mahyar Abdeetedal whose Ph.D.
thesis is focusing on grasp planning of soft object. He designed the first gripper concept,
conducted all tests with KUKA-LWR, and developed the initial design of the carrier. My
personal contributions are:


Modification of the FESTO™ gripper



Development of the custom gripper



Development of the final design of the carrier



Assembly of the electronics



Assembly of all real prototypes



Development of the software for STM32



Performing all experiments with the carrier

1.6 Organization
This thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 describes hardware development of the robotic system including its concept
development, design, selection of material and actuation mechanisms for both gripper
and carrier parts of the robot.
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Chapter 3 introduces the development of the software module used in the robotic system
including the functionality of the drivers used for running the actuators, and the
functionality of the drivers responsible for communication between various components
within the robot.
Chapter 4 presents experimental results for the automated harvesting of mushrooms using
the developed robotic system and describes the performance of the gripper and carrier.
The chapter ends up with conclusions and proposed future works.
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Chapter 2

2

Hardware

In this chapter, the main idea behind the design of the robot along with the justification
for the selected approach for the development of the robot is explained.

2.1 Introduction
The process of development of a new robot is one of the modern technological arts. This
process involves multiple complex steps, recursive approach and is usually quite
expensive due to heavy non-recurring engineering (NRE) costs. Nevertheless, the
resulting system is often worth the efforts as it allows for less human involvement and the
expenses associated with that as well as easier and cheaper scaling of the production line,
maximizing overall productivity.
To reach this goal, it is necessary to meet certain requirements. One of the most
important and challenging restrictions is that our solution should be compatible with
already existing infrastructure. This infrastructure was not initially expected to have a
robot inside. The beds used for growing mushrooms in the NA region (in 90% of farms)
are more or less standard. There are only 16 centimeters of height between mushroom
caps and the ceiling that can be used for a robot with at least 7 DOF. The robot should
have camera for scanning the bed, be capable for high-resolution and high-speed
positioning of a gripper. The gripper should be able to provide significant forces at the
tooltip. At the same time, the robot should be resistant to quite harsh and humid
environment. It is also very important that the resulting solution should at least maintain
or even improve productivity of the farm.

2.2 Our Approach
A careful assessment of the requirements specified above, made it clear that it was very
difficult to meet these requirements simultaneously using off-the-shelf technologies.
Hence, a custom solution that united the best sides of high productivity with high-quality
picking and handling had to be developed. The high productivity can be achieved using
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the high-speed picking system functioning along with a separate conveyer system for
processing mushrooms (cutting the stem, sorting, packaging, etc). The high-speed and
high-quality picking can be achieved using Cartesian robot with specialized fingered
gripper attached. The navigation and target recognition is expected to be achieved using a
computer vision system attached to the cart.
1

We began our concept development at a local farm —by speaking to workers
(harvesters) and determining the set of the most efficient picking strategies that they used
for uprooting mushrooms. A human hand has 27 degrees of freedom (DOF) [11]. It is
impractical to realize a robotic system intended to perform the same task with the same
number of DOF. Hence, the motions for a robot need to be optimized in order to
minimize the number of required DOFs. After careful analyses of various picking
strategies, the fundamental motions used in different picking strategies, and subsequently
the minimum number of DOFs needed to perform all necessary motions were determined
(Figure 17). Later, we classified these strategies based on their efficiency, complexity,
required motions, and the amount of space required. To evaluate the results of our
analyses and to determine the effectiveness of each of the abovementioned strategies
when replicated by a robot, a series of tests using a 7-DOF KUKA-LWR, light weight
industrial robot to pick real mushrooms from a prepared basket was performed.

Figure 17: Main uprooting motions

1

Whitecrest Mushrooms Inc. Putnam, ON.
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During these tests, the forces were measured in order to determine the minimum required
force for a reliable grasp of a mushroom cap. Moreover, the problem of grasping soft
objects covered with tender skin was further studied.
Using the results obtained, the development of the gripper was started. After the
estimation of the mass of the gripper, the development of a carrier for the gripper was
started in parallel.

2.3 Overview of the Proposed System
The gripper refers to a device whose grasping functionally is based on the fingers used
with the gripper and is responsible for achieving the most efficient orientation for best
grasping and uprooting outcomes. At the same time, the gripper has to be as compact as
possible and be able to apply sufficient forces to hold and manipulate a mushroom with
confidence.
The carrier refers to a wheeled construction that moves inside the growing shelves for
carrying the vision system and the gripper(s). The carrier has to provide a robust support
for a set of independently functioning Cartesian axes (frames). A frame is a construction
used to carry one gripper and is responsible for fast and proper positioning of the gripper
within the carrier boundaries for picking and transferring mushrooms to the processing
system.
The growing shelves are modular constructions with several long growing beds mounted
on top of each other (Figure 18).

Figure 18: Growing beds
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Currently these shelves have two types of elevators: side elevator used by the workers
(harvesters) and end-elevator used for uplifting machineries such as a ruffler. The carrier
is to be designed to fit a standard end-elevator for easy transferring between different
levels of the growing shelves.
The Vision system represents a high-quality colored stereo-camera, mounted in front of
the carrier. The camera is expected to slide left and right for scanning the space in front
of the carrier. During the scanning, the vision system identifies mushrooms, determine
their coordinates, orientations, maturity and quality, and subsequently forming a picking
queue. The vision system will then send elements of this queue to the carrier in the form
of blocks of parameters: X,Y,Z – coordinates of the next mushroom to be picked,
A,B,C – best orientation to approach the mushroom, and finally, S—code of uprooting
strategy to apply. The uprooting strategy will be selected depending on the amount of
free space around the target. After successful uprooting and transferring the mushroom to
the processing system, the carrier signals the vision system to receive the next block of
parameters.
Masoudian and McIssac recently developed algorithms for recognizing mushrooms and
determining their centers and sizes in real-time (Figure 19) [18].

Figure 19: Output of the mushroom recognizing algorithm
Their work also allows determining the quality of mushrooms based on plain colored
images and images from infrared camera. Using images, obtained from the thermal
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camera, it is also possible to determine the appearance of mold and other contaminations
at early stages of their appearance (Figure 20).

Figure 20: Example of contamination detection
Currently, the above mentioned algorithms have been implemented in Matlab and are not
applicable for use in real-time system.
The development of the vision system is carried out by another collaborators of this
project led by K. McIsaac.
The processing system is responsible for receiving, handling (cutting and sorting) and
packaging picked mushrooms. It is located between the shelves and is capable of working
with two carriers. The receiver of the processing system moves synchronously with two
carriers and receives picked mushrooms simultaneously from both carriers with four or
six independent grippers in total.
After a mushroom is received, its stem will be automatically cut and the mushroom will
be placed on the conveyer tape and directed to the packaging. The packaging is expected
to be done by a standard of-the-shelf robot, e.g., ABB IRB120 with its dedicated image
processing system for positioning, sizing and quality control, which allows accurate
filling of palettes (Figure 21).
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Figure 21: Example of packaging system
The development of the processing system is undertaken by Limbraco, a Danish
company who is collaborating with our research goup.

2.4 Gripper Development
The gripper is the main grasping part of the robot, which allows for proper interactions
with targeting objects. The gripper is responsible for achieving desired orientations for
approaching a target, grasping it, and manipulating it.

2.4.1 Grasp Planning
The problem of grasping is not new, however, only recently it has received significant
attentions. Essentially, the solution of a grasp planning problem gives the optimal points
on the surface of the object, for contacting the object, as well as optimal posture of the
tool, for counterbalancing all external forces [20].
The design of the gripper was achieved by considering multiple points:


A preliminary solution of the grasping problem, derived for standard model of the
mushroom [20]
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Available space around the object for maneuvering the end effector



Available space for the construction of the closing mechanism



Desired way of grasping, specified by the customer

In future, it is expected that the advancement of algorithm as well as computational
power allow us to perform grasp planning for each particular mushroom, depending on its
size and maturity in real time [21].

2.4.2 Background
Since suction cups had been showed unacceptably low reliability in uprooting
mushrooms [13], it was decided at an early stage of the design to use fingers for grasping
mushrooms. For the proof of concept and for conducting initial measurements, FESTO
fingers were selected for their elasticity and ability to bend in a way that well fited the
purpose of grasping soft rounded objects (Figure 22).

Figure 22: FESTO™ Fingers
In an attempt to implement a gripper that would use these fingers and was able to perform
one of the uprooting strategies, i.e., tilting and pulling an initial concept for a gripper was
developed. The design focused on minimizing the size and complexity. It included only
one drive and achieved two DOFs using a camshaft mechanism. The mechanism used
springs, tracks and hinges for achieving 2 DOFs using a single drive (Figure 23) [19].
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Figure 23: The first gripper concept (CAD model)
A prototype of this gripper was built using 3D printer in plastic. The prototype did not
last long enough to conduct all the experiments, since strong springs resulted in
significant deformation of the construction that eventually jammed the camshaft
mechanism. The most important conclusion made from this experience was that a
predetermined and fixed angle of tilting was neither suitable nor sufficient to perform
proper picking most of the time for a number of reasons:


some mushrooms were able to bend without breaking



in most case the predetermined tilting of the gripper resulted in a point of rotation
around stub-to-cap attachment point instead of root point of the mushroom,
causing the cap to break off leaving the stub in the soil



since closing of fingers was done using springs only, no control was over this
mechanism, resulting in insufficient friction between cap and fingers in most
cases, thereby high rate of losing the mushroom during uprooting

Bekhoff™ magnetic field actuated rails were considered as an option to carry multiple
grippers (Figure 24). A number of these rails were expected to be mounted on a trolley to
increase the productivity.
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Figure 24: Bekhoff™ magnetic field actuated rail carrier
The rails were to be oriented across the bed and moved by the trolley. This concept was
abandoned at early stage since there were too many obstacles. There were practical issues
such as cabling and cost issues since each rail would cost about $40,000.

2.4.3 Motorized Gripper
To prove the functionality of optimized strategies and to estimate numerical values for
the angles and forces that were needed for successful uprooting of mushrooms, a gripper
named “Motorized Gripper” was developed (Figure 25). The Motorized Gripper was built
by modifying a pneumatic gripper from FESTO™. FESTO gripper works with two-sided
pneumatic actuator with forward and reverse pressure valves. This gripper allowed for
opening and closing only.
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Figure 25: Motorized Gripper (Gen.1)
The control of such an actuation mechanism is problematic due to the noise from the
compressor pump, bulky and unreliable pipelines, the absence of force control and
adequate measurement. Hence a modified version of the gripper was built by replacing
the pneumatic actuator with a DC motor. In order to provide linear motion, a lead screw
was attached to the gripper. An ATMega128 microcontroller was used to control the DC
motor. The ATMega 128 microcontroller received its reference signals from a computer
that run the program for KUKA-LWR robot. The microcontroller communicated with
this computer via a UART-USB converter. The UART-USB converter created a bridge
between the microcontroller and the PC by creating a virtual COM port on the PC when
connected to a USB. The data are transferred via the UART port connected to the
microcontroller.
The microcontroller read an encoder attached to the DC motor and controlled a current
driver. The use of an encoder allowed for the application of a certain amount of gripping
force by controlling the depth of the closure. The current driver was also used to disable
brakes prior to starting the actuation of the motor. When it was necessary to open the
gripper, the computer sent the symbol ‘1’ to the virtual COM port and to close the gripper
the symbol ‘0’ to close it. Tests conducted with motorized gripper and their results are
presented in the section 4.1 Motorized Gripper Tests, below.
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2.4.4 Development of the Custom Gripper
2.4.4.1

Material Selection

Taking into account our previous unsuccessful experience with rapid prototyping, the use
of Aluminum for the construction of the new custom gripper was a natural choice. The
use of Aluminum provided extra strength in a compact design allowing to withstand all
experiments with minimal amount of maintenance. The use of Aluminum also facilitates
the modification of the gripper without losing its rigidity
In cases when direct actuation was not possible, it has been decided to use timing belts
instead of chains to avoid associated backlash and to avoid spreading grease (encasing
was problematic, since space is constrained).

2.4.4.2

Actuation System Selection

Originally, MAXON™ motors, with both encoder and gearbox attached, were to be used,
however, an assessment of the dimensions and the method of wiring the system at later
stage led to the selection of MX-64 servomotors for our final design. These servomotors
include control boards that can also be daisy chained to other ones.
In joints of the gripper where direct actuation with servomotors was not possible, timing
belts was used as a means of coupling.
The servomotors selected at the earlier stage of the development were oversized to be
able to deal with the uncertainties in exact force and torque required for effective
breaking of mushrooms. The selected servomotors fit all other requirements, such as
physical dimensions, speed, high-resolution positioning, torque, built-in current sensing,
and trajectory generation. In addition, this is the first prototype, so additional capabilities
provide additional opportunities for future experiments.

2.4.4.3

Development Process

In the following we provide an overview of the evolution of the gripper design and the
issues that spurred the design to its final version.
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In an effort to minimize the number of actuators, the first model was developed based on
the idea of re-configurable dish with one dual-function motor in the center (Figure 26,
motors 4 and 5).

Figure 26: Gen.1 Gripper
Actuating this motor CW would perform the twisting motion. In CCW, the motor
resulted in cyclic opening and closing of fingers. Motor 3 was responsible for applying
the tilting motion. Motor 2 was responsible for lifting the arm in order to compensate for
horizontal displacement during the tilting motion around the root point of the mushroom.
Finally, motor 1 was responsible for changing the orientation of the arm and hence, the
direction of tilting.
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Figure 27: Gen.1 Gripper Motor problem
The development of the first version of the gripper was carried out in parallel with testes
performed using the Motorized Gripper. After the estimation of the forces required for
grasping they were recalculated for the current design. Selected a motor with the gearbox
for the desired torque showed that the size of this motor was unacceptably large (Figure
27). To overcome this problem, different types of actuators were assessed so as to find a
more compact size with suitable form-factor. We identified MX-64 servomotors as a
desired option. The selected servomotor include all electronic controller in one package.
The controller offers a number of very useful functionalities such as high-resolution
position control, trajectory generator, capability to work in a daisy chain, several modes
of operation (servo and wheel modes, torque-control mode).
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Figure 28: Gen.2 Gripper
The ability to work in a daisy chain allowed connecting all servomotors in parallel with
common power and signal lines in a bus configuration (three lines in total). This feature
significantly simplified the wiring of the device and resulted in improved reliability and
reduced development time. The change in the type of the actuator resulted in a new
design for the arm as shown in Figure 28. The figure also depicts a servomotor from
MAXON motor that was originally selected for size comparison.
Upon reevaluation of this design in terms of its workspace, it became necessary to reduce
the vertical space of the device significantly. As mentioned earlier the most stringent
requirement in this problem was on the size of the overall design.
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Figure 29: Gen.3 Gripper
At the next stage of redesigning the gripper, it was decided to remove one DOF from the
gripper and add it to the carrying frame. This was an engineering trade off to meet the
requirement of the system. The change led to the a new configuration shown in Figure
29.
The resulting mechanism was still able to approach a target mushroom at almost any
orientation, however, had several constraints for performing certain strategies at certain
orientations.
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Figure 30: Axes of motion in Gen.3 Gripper
While this design addressed the size and dexterities requirements, still some design issues
presented that need to be addressed. For instance, the axis of closing and opening
mechanism (i.e., axis 4) was coaxial with axis of joint three used for rotating all three
fingers (i.e., axis 3) and performing tilting motion on a mushroom (See Figure 30 for the
axes of motion). The coaxial design complicated the control and reduced the efficiency
and reliability of the gripper as it entailed that the tilting servomotor (a) to withstand the
load applied by the motor used for opening and closing fingers and (b) to be collocated
with axis 3 and to use belt transmission. Another subtle issue in this design was that the
three axes responsible for the gripper orientation did not intersect, making the joints not
independent and forward and inverse kinematics problem more complicated.
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Figure 31: Gimbal concept
The gripper was redesigned again, this time emphasizing on a gimbal concept shown in
Figure 31 to have the abilities of a spherical wrist while maintaining minimal size and
complexity.

Figure 32: Gen.4 Gripper concept
The new design shown in Figure 32 was significantly more compact and met all the
design requirements. It allowed for much easier control, since all three axes intersected in
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one point. This concept provided greater freedom in performing various picking
strategies.
Twisting and tilting were now independent and more effective. The grasping mechanism
was completely changed. The opening and closing mechanism did not require any
additional gears to work which as much more reliable and efficient. Even though it was
not possible to avoid using belt transmission at the joint three, now this joint will not
experience any significant load, obtaining acceptable reliability.

Figure 33: Gen.5 Gripper CAD
The final design is shown in Figure 33.

2.4.5 Final Design Analysis
The extended construction was modeled to evaluate its strength under maximal expected
loads and its corresponding deformations. The results of these simulations are presented
in Figure 34 and Figure 35. They demonstrate excessive strength and negligibly small
deformation, less than 0.5 mm under the maximal expected load.
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Figure 34: Simulation of stress under 1kg load

Figure 35: Deformation under 1kg load
After simulations were completed and ensured that new construction met all the
requirements, all materials, consumables and servomotors were ordered, and parts
manufacturing was started. The part manufacturing was done by the University Machine
Services (UMS), and the assembly was done in the laboratory.
This fabricated gripper has slightly extended attachments for servomotors to increase the
workspace of the gripper for approaching mushrooms and performing uprooting
strategies. These extensions are designed in such a way that they can be easily modified
back to their original size.
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Figure 36: Implementation of Gen.5 Gripper
In the final design each servomotor is manually configured to have a unique address with
predetermined rotation limits that prevent the motor from overrunning during the
software development for the servo drivers and the gripper control algorithms.
The preliminary tests showed that gripper can successfully apply all strategies and
demonstrated expected performance. The details of tests are presented in the section 4.2
Customized Gripper, below.
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2.5 Carrier Development
The carrier is an essential part of the mushroom picking robot; it includes a trolley with
several frames to move the gripper(s) for reaching a target mushroom.

2.5.1 Geometry Selection
In order to select the kinematic arrangement for the robot, first, it is necessary to consider
the working area and the type of the work to be performed.
The desired working area between the growing beds is shown in Figure 37 by the hatched
area. In this figure, a cross section of one level of the growing bed is shown.

Figure 37: Available working area between the growing beds
As seen, except for the edges, the bottom and top surfaces of the working area are not
available to be used for supporting the construction of the robot. The type of task that are
expected to be performed by the robot are very close to those performed by standard
pick-and-place robots. These robots are widely used in automated assembly processes.
The main difference here is stringent limitations on the available workspace.
Considering the workspace, only two types of kinematic arrangements seem most
suitable for the tasks in question, namely SCARA and Cartesian configuration. The
workspaces of the two configurations are compared in Figure 38.
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Figure 38: Comparison of the working area in SCARA and Cartesian robots
Some of the features of SCARA configuration include:


Faster motion and potentially higher productivity



Ability to reach beyond the carrier’s boundary for the delivery of picked
mushrooms to the packaging system. Cartesian configuration requires an means
for the delivery.



Ability to reach any mushroom even those located at very edge of the bed

Some of the limitations of SCARA configuration include:


Increased acceleration and deceleration times for distal joints reducing the overall
speed and potentially productivity



More susceptible to positioning error as a result of backlash in distal joints



More difficult to design and assemble in general



Less rigidity in comparison to Cartesian configuration



More difficult control due to the kinematic coupling between the joints
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Considering all of the above, including the development time and financial
considerations, it was decided that a Cartesian geometry with an additional mechanism
for transferring the mushrooms to the packing system was most suited our application.

2.5.2 Actuation System Selection
Cartesian geometry is very well known and is widely used among 3D printers and CNC
machines developer. The actuation of these systems is also very well established. In most
designs, stepper motors are used due to their strength, speed and high quality of control.
In order to utilize the same concept of daisy chains as in the gripper (for simplifying
wiring, assembly, and control) stepper motor with embedded controllers were selected,
namely PD42 stepper motors from Trinamic. These stepper motors use standard NEMA
17 size and are able to apply 0.7 Nm of continuous torque. In addition, they have
individual driver boards.
The selection of cables for wiring the stepper motors was based on the following
considerations:


Maximal possible current (23 A)



Length of the wires (approximately 5 m)



Maximal acceptable voltage drop (<10%)



Conducting material (copper)

There are in total 8 stepper motors each of which requires 48VA or 384VA in total. There
are also 4 servomotors used in the gripper as described in the previous section requiring
144VA in total. However, the servomotors operate at 12V (instead of 24V) requiring the
use of a DC-DC converter. With 93% efficiency in the 24V to 12V DC-DC converter, the
total energy requirement for the servomotors is 154VA. The total power requirement of
the system at 24V DC requires a maximum of 23A.
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In order to calculate a desired gauge for the wires we consider the volume resistivity of
copper as,
(Ω×m)copper = 0.01724 ohm×mm2/m.
and the acceptable voltage drop of 10 %, we have,
ΔV: ΔV = I × R, acceptable ΔV = 10% = 2.4V
where
Rmax = ΔV/I = 2.4/23 = 0.104 ohm
Now, considering the 5m maximum length of the wire and the resistivity of the copper as
given by
Ω×m2 = 0.0862 ohm×mm2
The cross section of the copper wire can be obtained as,
Swire = Ω×m2 / Rmax = 0.83 mm2
which leads to the selection of an 18AWG wire. The selected wire gauge has the effective
conductor area equal to 0.823 mm2. This wire has acceptable thickness and elasticity. The
wire dissipates 55W (i.e., P = I2R ) of power.
This load is not continuous and might appear only if all motors are maximally loaded
simultaneously.
For signal wires a standard 28AWG shielded multithreaded wire was selected.

2.5.3 Material Selection
Aluminum profiles are commonly used for 3D printers and CNC machines and were
selected as main material for the frame of the carrier. Aluminum provides the desired
strength in the structure of the carrier to carry several grippers and to be rigid to
withstand the dynamical loads during the joint movements. At the same time, lightweight
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aluminum links have lower inertia allowing for higher accelerations and improved system
performance.

2.5.4 The First Generation
Initially, the carrier was expected to have three degrees of freedom including 1 DOF for
moving the carrier along the bed and 2 additional DOFs for positioning the gripper. The
initial concept for the carrier was a modular and resizable design. Each module provided
2 DOFs for the positioning a gripper. The modularity of the design would allow to add or
remove modules to the carrier as required. The 2-DOF modules were to be realized using
linear actuators from Velmex™ (Figure 39).

Figure 39: Initial design
After redesigning of the gripper it was decided to remove one DOF from the gripper and
add an additional DOF to the carrier. This change led a new design of the cart shown in
Figure 40. For this design, standard parts developed and supplied by OpenBuilds™ were
selected.
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Figure 40: Cart construction after the redesign of gripper
The selected parts have been widely used for the development of 3D printers and CNC
machines. They are lightweight, designed to be maximally universal and, at the same
time, are inexpensive. OpenBuilds provides all required fasteners, rollers and aluminum
profiles (V-slot rails).
The selected actuators (i.e., PD42 stepper motors) are well compatible with standard
mounts, links, pulleys and other components supplied by OpenBuilds.
A number of design issues still needed to be addressed in the current design of the carrier.
This included (a) the improvement of the mechanism used for moving the motors along
the bed , (b) minimizing the use of transmission belts in the system thereby minimizing
the coupling between the DOFs, (c) minimizing the size of the mechanism used for
moving the gripper along across the bed to allow the gripper teach the edges of the bed
and highest elevation, and (d) increase the access area for delivering mushrooms to the
packaging unit.
In order to address these issues, the carrier was redesigned.

2.5.5 The Second Generation
In the new design of the carrier, the following issues were addressed.
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The belt transmissions were replaced with rack and pinion for independent forward and
backward motions of the frames. Steel racks, integrated along the side rails, reinforced
their structure and allowed decrease amount of horizontal rails used in the design of the
carrier.
The free space used to deliver mushrooms to the packing system (i.e. between horizontal
rails at the side of the carrier) was maximized to allow for maximum compatibility with
the packaging system. To maximize the space (a) the amount of supports was decreased
to two single rails without compromising the stifness of the structure, (b) the pinion was
moved up so that the moving force could be applied closer to the center of mass, and (c)
additional supporting rollers were added at the top and the bottom for optimal weight
distribution on the rails.

Figure 41: ZX frame actuation node
In order to maximize the travel range along the Z- and Y-axes (see Figure 42 for the
definition of the axes), the drive mechanism of these axes was redesigned as shown in
Figure 41. As seen, the stepper motors for actuating Z- and X-axes are mounted back-to-
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back to have least interference with other parts. The top stepper motor is for Y-axis and
the bottom stepper motor is for the Z-axis.
Two lead-screws (on each side of the carrier; four in total) are used for optimal speed and
force distributions. The lead-screws provide a self-locking mechanism in case of power
failure. Due to the short travel distance along Z-axis, the speed of such a mechanism is
not an issue. The use of lead-screws located on each side requires minimal space,
provides maximal travel along Z-axis, avoids the use of other supports and effectively
counteracts the holding force of the root. The lead-screws are actuated synchronously
using belt transmission with two passive pulleys to improve the coupling.

Figure 42: Final cart design
The carrier was designed to carry up to three independently functioning frames for the
grippers. The carrier shown in Figure 42 carries two such frames. The wheels are also
actuated using the same type of stepper motors. The stepper motors used for the wheels
are more compact and have 0.44 Nm torque. The small size of these stepper motors is
advantageous as it avoids collisions with mushrooms at the edges of the bed. The
construction of the wheels and use of smart stepper motor allowed smooth motion, quick
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start and stop operation and high-resolution positioning along the bed, which is necessary
for image-processing system.

2.5.6 Final Design Analysis
The strength of final construction was evaluated under the maximal expected load.

Figure 43: Deformation under maximal load
The results (Figure 43) showed that maximum deformation under maximal load was
negligibly small (less than 0.35 mm). The simulation results proved sufficient rigidity of
the construction and tolerance to dynamic loads.
The implementation is shown on the Figure 44. The frame of construction was easy to
assemble because of elaborated fasteners. The carrier also showed sufficient rigidity of
the construction.
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Figure 44: Implementation of the carrier
The tests of the assembly are presented in the sections 4.3 Carrier Tests and 4.4
Performance of the Mobile Mushroom Harvester, below.

2.6

Forward and Inverse Kinematics

The kinematics describe motions of manipulator without considering the forces that
initiate these motions, i.e. kinematics describe the geometry of the robot. The solution of
forward kinematics problem provides information about position and orientation of the
end effector of the robot based on known values of joint variables. The problem of
inverse kinematics is the opposite; to find (optimal) values of joint variables that will
satisfy a known desired position of the end-effector. While there is always a solution for
the forward kinematics problem, inverse kinematics problem under certain conditions,
may not have a unique solution.
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The final design of the robotic mushroom harvester described in the previous sections
includes both a Cartesian geometry and a spherical wrist attached to the last Cartesian
joint. Figure 45 demonstrates the front end of the robot with axes of the spherical joint
highlighted.

Figure 45: Robot axes
Knowing the joint axes, coordinate frames using Denavit-Hartenberg convention was
assigned to these joints (Figure 46).
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Figure 46: Schematic of the robot with coordinate frames assigned
The D-H parameters of this robot are listed in the Table 1.
Table 1: D-H Parameters
Joint
1
2
3
4
5
6

ai
0
0
0
0
0
0

αi
-Π/2
-Π/2
0
Π/2
Π/2
Π

di
D1*
D2*
D3*
0
0
L

Θi
0
-Π/2
0
Θ1 *
Θ2 *
Θ3 *

In Table 1, D1, D2 and D3 are joint variables, responsible for moving along X, Z and Y
axes, respectively. Θ1, Θ2 and Θ3 are joint variables, responsible for the orientation
(see Figure 45). All variable parameters are marked with an asterisk symbol, *. The
constant distance between the base point and the end-effector point (110 mm in the
prototype) is denoted by L.
Using the D-H parameters, the homogeneous transformations Ai for each joint of the
robot is derived,
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From that the transformation matrices for the Cartesian robot (T30), spherical wrist (T63),
and the full assembly can be obtained as,
T60  T30T63  A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6

 - s 1s 3  c 1 c 2 c 3
 0 0  1  d3 
 0 1 0

d 2  3  c 2 c 3s1 - c1s 3
0

T6 
T3 

 1 0 0
c 3s 2
d1 



1 
0

0 0 0

c1 c 2 s 3 - c 3 s 1
c 1 c 3 + c 2 s 1s 3

- c 1s 2
- s 1s 2

s 2s 3
0

c2
0

Lc1s 2 
Ls1s 2 
- Lc 2 

1 

Finally, the position and orientation of the end effector is found in the inertial frame,
which describes the forward kinematics solution as,

- c 3s 2

 c s -c c s
T60   1 3 2 3 1
- s 1s 3 - c1c 2 c 3

0


- s 3s 2

- c2

- c1c 3 - c 2 s 1s 3

s 1s 2

c 3 s 1 - c1c 2 s 3

c1s 2

0

0

Lc 2 - d 3 
d 2 - Ls 1s 2 
d 1 - Lc1s 2 

1


where ci = cos(Θi), si = sin(Θi).
The design of the spherical joint with perpendicular intersecting axes significantly
simplifies the solution of the inverse kinematics. Let us consider an example position and
orientation of a target mushroom as:
X = 10 cm,

A = 5°,

Y = 13 cm,

B = 10°,
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Z = 15 cm,

C = 140°.

Using simple geometrical approach, provides a very simple solution of the inverse
kinematics problem for this type of robot that closely corresponds directly to the joint
variables. More specifically, the orientation of the target mushroom directly gives the
orientation of the wrist, i.e.,
Θ1 = A,
Θ2 = B,
Θ3 = C;
The position of the target mushroom can also be translated to the coordinates of the base
point by adding the position of the carrier and the displacement of the end-effector point.
Since the first three joints are prismatic, the remaining variables can be found as,
xd = XEE = L cos(Θ2) – D3
yd = YEE = D2 – L sin(Θ1) sin(Θ2)
zd = ZEE = D1 – L cos(Θ1) sin(Θ2)
Where XEE is the coordinate X of the end effector, YEE is the coordinate X of the end
effector and ZEE is the coordinate X of the end effector. The other variables are as defined
previously. This yields the following solution for the Cartesian variables,
D1 = X + L cos(A) cos(B),
D2 = Z + L cos(A) sin(B),
D3 = Y – L cos(B).
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2.7 Electronics
In this section, the electronic setup of the harvester robot is discussed.

2.7.1 Selection of the Control Board
The STM32F4 Discovery evaluation board with STM32F407VG microcontroller was
selected for interacting with the motors and running the robot control program. This
board has the following features,


A fast and powerful universal core



Compact size



All

necessary

built-in,

easy-to-use,

bug-free

hardware

for

real-time

communication and signal processing


Inexpensive

ARM Cortex-M4 core used in STM32F407VG microcontroller allows running highspeed real-time processes. Applications such as Matlab and Simulink are easier to use for
developing control algorithms, but are not capable of controlling a robot in real-time.
Moreover, in general, Windows is not a real-time OS and is not a proper tool for
controlling the robot on a hardware level. The abilities of the built-in hardware of the
STM32F4 Discovery board will be reviewed in more details in section 3.3 below.
The compact size of the board allows for the attachment of the board anywhere on the
carrier and running the system using batteries or simple cable for power supply. In case
of having program on a PC, long expensive cables would be required. A standard PC
would require UART and CAN boards, each of which is much more expensive than a
single evaluation board with microcontroller. Additionally, in case of an accident or any
other emergency that might cause hardware failure or damage, the ability to replace the
evaluation board allows saving significant amount of time and resources.
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Since servomotors with built-in controllers were used, it was not necessary to develop
any custom electronic hardware at this stage of the development. Instead, a set of
minimally necessary off-the-shelf components were used.
The only additional component that was used, was an MCP2551 chip (CAN bus
transceiver) for stepper motors. This chip provides level conversion and bus
management. This feature is not present on the evaluation board.

Figure 47: Block-diagram of electronic components
A simplified diagram of the interconnection between various components of the system is
shown in Figure 47. As mentioned previously, the stepper motors and the servomotors
operate at two different voltage levels, i.e., 24V and 12V DC. A 120W 24-12 V DC-DC
converter is used for this purpose.

2.7.2 Physical Layer of Communication
In this section, the physical layer of communication between electronic components of
the robot will be explained.
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2.7.2.1

UART

Controlling MX-64 servomotors, used to actuate the joints in the gripper, is achieved
using UART. UART is one of the most basic ways of transmitting data between digital
devices, such as computers, microcontrollers, sensors and other peripherals.
In order to transmit a byte of data, the UART device sends its individual bits in a
sequential way. The receiver, a second UART device, re-assembles the bits back into
byte, using shift register. Consecutive transmission of a digital data through a single wire
is easier, than parallel transmission through multiple wires.

Figure 48: UART frame representation
While the line is in idle state (no data transmission), it is held at the High level voltage.
This comes from telegraphy, where the line is held high so as to ensure receiver that it is
not damaged. Transmission of each character starts with logic Low start bit. The
following (7 or 8) bits sent will represent the character. Transmission always finishes
with logic High, i.e., a stop bit. Since the start bit is logic Low “0” and the stop bit is
logic High “1”, there are always at least two guaranteed signal changes between the
characters. If the line stays in the logic Low condition for longer than a time required to
transmit one character, this means a break condition. All operations of the hardware are
performed using a clock signal, which typically runs 16 times faster than the data bit rate
(Figure 49).
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Figure 49: UART Clocking
The receiver tests the state of the bus on each clock pulse, waiting for the beginning of
the start bit. If the start bit lasts at least half of the bit time, it is considered valid and
signals the start of a new character, otherwise, it is considered a false pulse and is
ignored. After waiting a time equal to the interval of one bit (i.e., 16 clocks), the state of
the line is sampled again and the resulting value is saved to the shift register. After the
configured number of bits has been sampled, the content of the shift register is made
available to the receiving system. The UART will set a flag and may also generate an
interrupt, indicating that the new byte of data is available. In order to maintain reliable
data transmission, UARTs typically synchronize their internal clocks on each level
change of the data line that is not considered a false pulse. Simplified UARTs
resynchronize on the falling edge of the start bit only, and then read each expected center
of data bit. Typically, UARTs store the last character while receiving the next. This
"double buffering" gives receiving computer an entire character transmission time to
process last received character. UARTs can work in Full- or Half-Duplex modes to
receive and transmit data simultaneously or only either receive or transmit the data.
The MX-64 servomotors use UART in Half-Duplex mode. Hence, the connection scheme
has to be modified to work in single-wire half-duplex mode. In this mode, the TX and RX
wires are interconnected as shown in Figure 50b. The STM32F407VG microcontroller
allows implementing this interconnection using special configuration of its I/O ports
without additional modifications of the hardware.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 50: UART connection schemes
It is also has to be taken into account that during transmission, all bytes sent, will be
immediately received on all devices connected to the bus, including the transmitting
device.

2.7.2.2

CAN

For controlling PD-42 stepper motors CAN protocol has to be used.
CAN is a multi-master serial bus standard for data exchange between digital devices
(nodes). Two or more nodes are required on a CAN network to communicate. The nodes
can be computers, sensors, actuators, or other peripheral devices. The nodes are
connected to each other through common ground and a two-wire bus. The wires are 120Ω
nominal twisted pair (Figure 51).

Figure 51: Basic CAN network architecture
The CAN protocol functions similarly to UART. The CAN transmitter takes bytes of
data, loads them into a shift register and sends bits serially at certain speed. The CAN
receiver has to be clocked at the same speed as transmitter. It probes bus at certain
moments and writes detected bits into shift register, restoring the data. However, unlike
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UART, the CAN protocol uses a much larger shift register. Such extended shift register
allows transmitting and receiving data in messages of certain structure, instead of single
bytes (Figure 52).

Figure 52: CAN message structure
CAN-network architecture allows reliable communication among large amount of
devices. For example, a CAN 2.0B with 29-bit addressing, theoretically, allows for over
500 millions of devices in the same bus. Node priorities allow conflict-free message
exchange. The only precaution is that every node has to have unique address. CAN data
transmission uses a lossless bit-wise arbitration method for resolving simultaneous
transmission conflicts. If two nodes started transmission simultaneously, the first node
that detects dominant state of the bus while trying to set it to recessive state, stops
transmission and waits for the end of current transmission to try retransmitting the
message (Figure 53). This arbitration method requires all nodes in the CAN network to
work on the same frequency and be synchronized to sample every bit at the same time.

Figure 53: CAN Arbitration Example
For network with cable lengths below 40m, bit rates up to 1 Mbit/s are possible.
Decreasing the bit rate allows longer network distances (e.g., 500 m at 125 kbit/s).
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To make STM32F4 board part of a CAN network, an additional component, a CAN bus
transceiver, is required for level conversion and bus management (Figure 54).

Figure 54: Signal levels for CAN bus and TTL levels
This transceiver converts logical levels from TTL to differential, making them
compatible with CAN bus (Figure 54).
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Chapter 3

3

Software Development

In this chapter, the development of the software part of the robot for driving the hardware
will be described.

3.1 System Overview
The block-scheme of the system is presented on the Figure 55. After the power-up, the
program starts from the main entry point, initializes the hardware of the microcontroller,
configures and starts real-time operating system (RTOS). The RTOS creates five parallel
processes: a background task and processes that responsible for CAN, UART and USB
communications accordingly.

Figure 55: Driver board algorithm overview
The background task has low priority, it is designed to monitor performance of the whole
system and execute demo program if the demo-button was pressed.
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The tasks responsible for CAN and UART communications have high priority to provide
maximum processor time and ensure best possible quality of communication and control.
These processes start with initialization of actuators and continue in the control loop,
which might be interrupted in case of emergency.
The task for processing commands coming through USB interface has normal priority,
but most of the time stays in the suspended mode when there is no command exchange.
That helps reduce CPU time consumption.
The task responsible for processing unexpected messages has normal priority. This task
analyzes messages that were received by the CAN device on the microcontroller. These
messages might contain new values of variables, which reflect states of individual
controllers on the motors, and events that let microcontroller know about the end of
command execution, or if some emergency happened: low power, rotor blocked, etc.

3.2 Integrated Development Environment
An Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is essentially a source code editor,
compiler, debugger and other utilities used for the development. The IDE includes a
interface intended to enhance programmer’s productivity.

3.2.1 Keil uVision5 + Intel ARM Compiler
The development started in Keil uVision5. This IDE was selected among several other
options. It is the most commonly used IDE among software developers working with
microcontrollers (especially ARM). Multiple articles are available online that describe in
details how to install, configure and get started with this IDE.
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Figure 56: Keil uVison5 components
It has built-in documentation and libraries for all supported architectures, including
source codes of RTX. RTX is a real-time operating system for microcontrollers, which is
free for users of Keil. It is very easy to append it to a new or even existing project, it has
easy-to-use API and supports all functions of the real-time operating system such as
mutex, priorities, delays, etc. In addition, Keil is free for developing projects that are less
than 32kB of binary instruction codes for microcontroller after compilation.
Because of the unified interface of the IDE, the developer is required to configure basic
properties of the microcontroller that are going to be use. This configuration will be used
to automatically initialize hardware and automatically select and configure compiler and
other utilities. This feature optimizes the development process allowing to save
significant amount of time, especially in the beginning.
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3.2.2 QT + ARM GCC Compiler
For projects larger than 32kB limit, it is necessary to either purchase an extended license
for Keil or start using one of the free IDEs. Another very well known free open source
universal IDE, called QT, was selected for this project. This IDE allows developing
applications for any type of architecture, ranging from high-level OS (such as Windows,
Linux, Android, etc) to low-level hardware and microcontrollers. For microcontrollers,
this IDE requires to work in conjunction with an external, but also very well known and
reliable, cross-compiler called ARM GCC. This combination provides a very flexible
(and one of the best) code editors and one of the best and most effective compilers,
improving programmers productivity even further, in comparison to simplistic, but well
integrated solutions such as Keil.
The disadvantage of using QT+ARM GCC for developing solutions for microcontrollers
is the lack of integrity. A developer has to read large operation manuals in order to
configure everything necessary for the editor to work with the compiler and to set all
necessary flags for the compiler to assemble all libraries and source codes, used in the
project, properly. However, it has to be done only once for every new platform used.

3.3 STM32F4 Discovery evaluation board
As mentioned previously, STM32F4 Discovery, selected for this project, is a well known
evaluation board. The board uses an STM32F407VG microcontroller (MCU). This is a
high-performance universal core with wide variety of features and built-in hardware
(Appendix A). There are several examples, libraries and existing software ports for the
architecture of this microcontroller. The evaluation board has minimal set of hardware
(including built-in ST-Link v2 programming device) that allows microcontroller run
under optimal conditions. The board is designed to allow users start development for an
application with minimal preparations.
In order to simplify the development and porting previously implemented solutions from
one microcontroller to another, ST™ has designed several layers of abstraction of the
integrated hardware. The first layer represents the header files with macro definitions that
assign a name to certain addresses in the microcontroller’s memory. The integrated
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hardware of the microcontroller uses these memory cells for self-configuration and
communication with the MCU core. The second layer represents the libraries that contain
source codes with standard sets of operations with memory for simplifying the use of
hardware. For instance, instead of calculating a number of parameters (like clocking prescalers) by hand and writing all of them manually into the memory cells, a developer can
call one initialization or a reading/writing function with the value of desired parameters.
For example, in order to initialize UART in STM32, it is necessary to enable and select
clocking of the I/O port, enable and configure related interruptions and finally enable,
clock and configure the actual UART device, which cannot function without all previous
subsystems enabled and properly configured. In total, it requires 25 memory altering
operations and certain calculations of necessary clocking frequencies and pre-scalers, and
number of other operations, however all of that might be done automatically by calling
UART1_Init(9600) API function from the library with only one parameter.

3.4 MX-64 Driver
The MX-64 servomotor manufactured by Robotis™ includes an embedded driver board.
Communication with the board is achieved using UART in single-wire, half duplex
mode, which means that only one device may transmit information at a given time, while
all others will receive it. If a common ground is used among all devices, only one wire is
necessary to connect all devices in a daisy chain. Connection might have a ring or star
architecture.

3.4.1 Communication Protocol
The communication protocol is not standard. This protocol is quite simple and has
minimum number of necessary features. The communication protocol is represented by a
set of instruction commands with parameters processed in binary mode. In order to send a
command it is necessary to maintain certain structure of the message as shown in Figure
57.
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Figure 57: MX-64 message packet structure
As shown in Figure 57, the Header is always represented with two bytes of “0xFF”. The
Header is followed by the Receiving Servo ID, Message Length, Instruction (see
Appendix B for more details), Memory Address (see Appendix C), Data, and finally
the Checksum bits. The Checksum is the sum of the first byte of all bytes of the message
(except the Header), passed through a unary NOR operation.
A packet is considered correct if a sequence of bytes starts with the Header, has correct
instruction number (Appendix A) and a correct checksum at the end.
After receiving a correct packet, if the ID in this packet matches the current ID of a unit,
and if an answer is required, the matching servo sends a status packet or a corresponding
response packet with the requested data. If the instruction set is not correct, (e.g., the
instruction number is missing or one of the parameters for this instruction is not within its
expected range), the servomotor responds with a status packet that contains the type of
error. The servomotor also sends a status packet with error code if suddenly something
goes wrong happens, e.g., overheat, torque limit exceeded, overcurrent, low power, etc.
The library for driving this type of servomotor was not originally available for STM32
architecture. The library for the servomotors was however, available for Arduino. The
library was initially reworked (version 1) to provide compatibility with SMT32. Later,
this library was completely rewritten (version 2) to provide optimum formation of
messages, transmission and to extend available functionalities such as torque-control
mode, synchronous control mode for the array of servos, etc. The communication speed
was configured to function at 1 Mbps.
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3.4.2 Driver Algorithm
Using the communication protocol described in the previous section, an effective and
robust control algorithm was developed. The control algorithm started with the
initialization and connection check before entering an infinite control loop.
The initialization procedure includes,


Defining software travel limits for the servomotors



Defining default positions and motion speeds



Defining default operation mode for the servomotors

The connection checking procedure includes,


Resetting variables that contain the current state of the servomotors (mode,
current position, etc)



Sending a “ping” signal and waiting for a correct response. If the response is not
received within 500ms, repeat pinging until a correct response is received.

Within the infinite control loop, the algorithm starts with checking if the parameters that
were transmitted last time match the current desired values for every servomotor. This
check avoids overloading the bus with useless transmissions. If the parameters do not
match, new values are transmitted, otherwise the current values are compared with the
desired values until the difference between them is small, at which point the algorithm
raises a flag to indicate that the target is reached and assign the desired value to current
the value.
Every transmission procedure has error-control procedure to ensure that the transmitted
value has been correctly received by the servomotor without an error. In case of detecting
an error, the algorithm retransmits the message until it is received correctly or until it the
algorithm reaches the limit of retransmissions.. In case of exceeding the limit of
retransmissions, the algorithm jumps out of the infinite control loop back to the
connection-checking procedure.
The control loop ends with and idling check that monitors the state of the motors in case
there are no communication (requests or responses) with servomotors for more than 1
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second. In case of no communication, the algorithm jumps to the connection-checking
procedure.
The control algorithm is able to switch the operation modes of the servomotors between
“position-control mode” and “torque-control mode”. In case of detecting a change of a
desired value to zero position with non-zero speed, the algorithm switches to “torquecontrol mode”. In this case, the algorithm no longer checks or requests current position of
the servomotor, only ensuring the correct transmission of the currently demanded
torques. The value of the desired speed is now interpreted as the value of demanded
torque that the servomotor has to apply. If the most significant bit (MSB) of 10-bit value
of the torque equals to 1, it means that torque has to be applied in CW direction,
otherwise in CCW. Upon detecting a change to non-zero desired position, the algorithm
switches back to “position-control mode”.

3.5 PD-42 Driver
The PD-42 stepper motors, manufactured by Trinamic™, also use their own driver
boards for each motor. The communication carried out via a Controller Area Network
(CAN) bus using CANopen communication protocol. If the ground is common among all
devices, only two wires are necessary to connect all devices in a daisy chain. The
connection might have a ring or a star architecture.

3.5.1 Communication Protocol using CAN
The communication protocol with stepper motors has three layers, namely, one physical
layer (i.e., CAN) and two programmatic layers (i.e., external and internal). This protocol
is called CANopen and is an advanced industrial communication protocol and is
standardized by the CiA (CAN in Automation). The CANopen is mostly used in
automotive industry for interacting with onboard sensors and actuators. Full
documentation of this protocol is kept closed. The documentation is available for the
organizations that are members of CiA and pay membership fees. However, it is possible
to find published descriptions of parts of this protocol, as parts of the datasheets of the
actual devices that use this protocol. Unfortunately, the source codes or libraries
compatible for use with embedded controllers are also not available. Overall, this
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communication protocol is considered as highly reliable. It utilizes multiple protective
features of the physical level of communication in combination with software
transmission security to guarantee delivery and integrity of the data packets.
The physical layer of CANopen (i.e., CAN) works similar to UART. It takes bytes of
data and transmits the individual bits sequentially. However, the CAN controller
integrated in STM32F4 allows programmer avoid working with individual bytes of data.
It is designed to transmit and receive data in messages of certain structure shown in
Figure 52. The CANopen protocol can be implemented using the CAN bus as well as
any other physical layer of communications

such as RS-485, Ethernet, etc. The

CANopen protocol defines the structure of the Identifier and Data sections of the CAN
message described in Figure 58 and Table 2.

Figure 58: CANopen message structure
The Identifier in the CANopen standard is represented by a COB-ID, which stands for
Communication OBject with node IDentifyer. Essentially, the first 4 bits of the COB-ID
contain the message type code and the last 7 bits contain a unique node address.
CANopen utilizes several types of messages that could be used for exchanging
information of different types, such as NMT, SYNC, EMCY, SDO and several PDOs
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(see Appendix G for the description of each type). NMT messages are used for
controlling a finite state machine that is responsible for communication. SYNC messages
are used for exchanging synchronization signals. EMCY allows exchanging of
information related to different types of emergencies. SDO messages are used mainly for
configuring a device. PDO messages are used for receiving data (from sensors) and
controlling a device by sending commands related to the actuation (e.g. stepper motors).
It is possible to have full control over a device using only SDO messages. The first 4 bits
of COB-ID should contain the code 0x580 for a request-type SDO or 0x600 for a
response-type SDO. An SDO message has a structure shown in the Table 2. A detailed
explanation of the parameters of this structure is given in Appendix D.

Table 2: Structure of the data carrier block for SDO message

3 bits
ccs

Data carrier (8 bytes)
Byte 0
Bytes 1-2
1 bit
2 bits
1 bit
1 bit
2 bytes
reserved(0)
n
e
s
index

Byte 3
1 byte
subindex

Bytes 4-7
4 bytes
data

Not more than one variable (object) might be changed or read using one SDO message.
In some cases, several SDO messages are required to read/write large amounts of data
into one object in multiple segments. When using SDO messages, every request-type
message has a confirmation response, which gives extra confidence in correctness of a
transfer, but slows down the overall effective communication speed.
The PDO messages allow more efficient (and hence, faster) data or command exchange
between a master controller and servomotors. One PDO message can contain data
designated to several objects. The structure of data within one PDO message is
configurable using the mapping objects. There are several PDO “ports” available on the
PD-42 device; PDO1 to PDO4 (see Appendix G for more details). Each “port” has a
separate transmitting and receiving codes, e.g., T_PDO1 is accessible via code 0x180,
and R_PDO1 via code 0x200. The PDO messages are mainly used to process real time
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data. It is possible to transfer up to 8 bytes of data per one PDO message either from or to
a device. Additionally, PDO,


Allows sending one command to several recipients via one message



Sending several commands to one recipient in one message



Does not require confirmation and answer after every transmission



Allows asynchronous event-based data exchange (for instance, automatically send
new value of a sensor only if a significant change is detected, or signaling that a
servomotor has reached its target position)

A PDO message exchange is possible only if NMT state machine is in “Operational”
state (Figure 59).

Figure 59: NMT state machine
By default, after the power-up and initialization, the device sends NMT boot-up message,
indicating that it is online and ready to work. Upon receiving confirmation (which might
be generated by any active device on the bus), NMT state machine enters pre-operational
state and stays there until receiving explicit NMT command to enter operational state.
Apart from simplistic NMT finite state automate (FSA), which is responsible for the
condition of communication network, there is also a more advanced state machine for
controlling a physical drive as shown in Figure 60. There are two objects designated to
control a physical drive, namely Obj. 0x6040: Controlword (for sending commands) and
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Obj. 0x6041: Statusword (for monitoring the state). Controlword bits description,
transitions and commands are given in the Appendix E. Statusword bits description and
state coding are given in the Appendix F.

Figure 60: Drive finite state machine of the PD-42
Referring to Figure 63, actuation of a motor is only possible in an “Operation Enabled”
(OE) state. At the power-up, this FSA transits to “Switch On Disabled” (SOD) state and
stays there waiting for commands from a main control board (host). In case of any
unexpected event i.e. error in following a trajectory due to a rotor jam or overloading,
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low power, overcurrent, high noise in the data bus, etc., the FSA immediately transits to
the “FAULT” state and sends an EMCY message corresponding to the event, staying in
this state until receiving appropriate commands or device reset.
The device supports several operation modes:


“Position Profile” Mode: the stepper motor works in a servomotor mode, when
there is a target position and once the stepper motor reaches it, it stays there until
a new value of a desired position is received.



“Velocity Profile” Mode: the stepper motor works in a wheel mode, when there is
a target velocity and once the stepper motor reaches it, it maintains the speed until
a new value of a desired speed is received.



“Homing” Mode: when power goes down, the driver board on the stepper motor
loses the contents of RAM of its microcontroller, such as temporary
configurations and relative position. On power-up, the board loads default
configurations and can obtain absolute position of the rotor (position within one
turn). In order to use proper relative positioning (if mechanism might use several
turns to travel between ends) it is necessary to find a reference point. The
reference point(s) are usually located at the ends of travel. In “Homing” operation
mode, the stepper motor starts moving with safe speed according to selected
search pattern, trying to find one of the reference points. Upon reaching the endpoint with limit-switch, the stepper motor calculates its relative position.

The following example shows a minimally necessary set of commands required to move
the PD-42 stepper motor:
1. If there are no limit switches connected, the limit switch inputs must be disabled
by writing 3 to object 0x2005 using SDO protocol.
2. Select PP mode by writing 1 to object 0x6060.
3. Write 6 to object 0x6040 to switch the FSA to the READY_TO_SWITCH_ON
state.
4. Write 7 to object 0x6040 to switch the FSA to the SWITCHED_ON state.
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5. Write 15 to object 0x6040 to switch the FSA to the OPERATION_ENABLED
state.
6. Write the desired target position (e.g. 500000) to object 0x607A.
7. Mark the new target position as active by writing 31 to object 6040h. The motor
starts moving now.
8. Reset the activation by writing 15 to object 0x6040. This can be done while the
motor is still moving. After that, it is possible to performs steps 6 and 7 and drive
the motor to the other target position.

3.5.2 Driver Algorithm
The control algorithm was developed based on the abilities and requirements of the
communication protocol. The communication speed was configured to function at
1 Mbps. The algorithm starts with several stages of initialization. After successfully
passing through initialization, the algorithm enters an infinite control loop.
Initialization stages:
1. Assigning default values to internal variables responsible for states of the motor
driver.
2. Disabling automatic retransmission of the CAN device (to avoid infinite
retransmissions if one of the peripheral devices is not connected to the bus).
3. Establishing connection by entering cycle that periodically (every 500 ms in case of
read-timeout) sends request and tries to read Statusword of each stepper motor.
4. After successful reading from all stepper motors, enabling automatic retransmissions
back.
5. If PDO communication mode is enabled by default, sending NMT command to all
motors on the bus to transit network FSA to operational mode.
6. Entering the configuration cycle, where for each stepper motor,
6.1. The current Operation Mode is read.
6.2. If Operation Mode is already configured (i.e. not equal to 0), it transitions to the
next stepper motor, otherwise continues.
6.3. The operational configuration is sent back.
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7. Checking Statusword of the stepper motors that has been received on the 3rd stage. If
FSA of the drive is in the OE state, jump to the next motor. If not, for this motor,
7.1. Read error register and ensure safe conditions.
7.2. Transition FSA of the drive to OE state following certain sequence of commands.
8. Checking previously read Operation Mode. If the motor is configured to perform
homing, switch to “Homing” Operation Mode, otherwise switch directly to “Position
Profile” mode.
9. Resetting variables related to reading errors and transmission of variables.
After successfully passing through the initialization stages, the algorithm transitions to an
infinite control loop. This loop contains a cycle that performs a number of certain actions
for each motor that slightly differ depending on the communication mode used,
1. Check internal variable that reflects the state of the drive FSA. If it is not in the
OE state, jump to communication establishing procedure.
2. If system is in PDO communication mode (allowed PDO message exchange)
2.1. Check internal variable that reflects which operation mode is currently active. If
the …. motor is in the “Position Profile” Operation Mode,
2.1.1. Check if the new target position is within the limits. Assign the maximal or
minimal allowed values to the target position variable if it exceeds the limits.
2.1.2. Check if the target position has changed relatively to the value of internal
variable that reflects the current position. If not, jump to the next stepper
motor, otherwise,
2.1.2.1. Transmit the new value of the desired acceleration if it has changed
2.1.2.2. Transmit the new value of the desired maximal speed if it has
changed
2.1.2.3. Transmit the new value of the desired position
2.2. If in “Homing” Operation Mode, check the internal variable that reflects the
current state of the drive. If it contains flags that indicate successfully finalized
homing, switch to the “Position Profile” Operation Mode and transition to the
next motor in the cycle.
3. If system is in SDO-only communication mode
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3.1. Check the internal variable that reflects which operation mode is currently
active. If the motor is in the “Position Profile” Operation Mode,
3.1.1. Check if the new target position is within the limits. Assign the maximal or
minimal allowed values to the target position variable if it exceeds the limits.
3.1.2. Check if the target position is different from the value of the internal variable
that reflects the current position. If they are equal, jump to the next motor. If
not,
3.1.2.1. Transmit the new value of the desired acceleration if it has changed
3.1.2.2. Transmit the new value of the desired maximal speed if it has
changed
3.1.2.3. Transmit the new value of desired position if it has changed,
otherwise request the value of the current position. When the
difference between the values of the current position and the target
position is small enough, assign the value of the current position to
the value of the target position, indicating that the target is reached.
3.2. If in the “Homing” Operation Mode
3.2.1. Request the current state of the drive
3.2.2. Check if it contains flags that indicate successfully finalized homing to
switch to the “Position Profile” Operation Mode and transition to the next
motor in the cycle.
When control board uses algorithm that works in the PDO communication mode, all
internal variables that reflect the values of variables of the stepper motors’ driver boards
(current position, Statusword, etc) are updated by a task running in the background. This
task is designed to receive and processes asynchronous event-driven NMT, PDO and
EMCY messages, and make periodical update requests every 500 ms. In case of receiving
EMCY message that indicate a critical error of reading timeout after an update request,
this task assigns a FAULT state to an internal state variable, which makes the main
control algorithm to jump out of the normal control loop and try to process the current
conditions or resolve the problem.
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The algorithm also supports motors that have to work synchronously in pairs. In PDO
communication mode, such motors are configured to have identical RPDO channels,
which allow them receive and proceed to command execution simultaneously. In SDOonly communication mode, they receive separate SDO messages with minimal delay of
200 microseconds (0.2 ms).

3.6 Other systems
3.6.1 Command Prompt
The control system of the harvester is designed to work with external inputs from other
systems (such as vision system, operator’s computer, etc.). The system is compatible with
inputs received from a micro-USB and wireless connection via Bluetooth. The USB
connection functions at 12 Mbps. The wireless Bluetooth connection functions at
115 Kbps. Inputs are expected to be ASCII strings containing commands. List of
currently supported commands is given in Appendix H.
The most important commands are GRP, CRR and MSRM. The GRP command has the
following structure,
GRP [M1P] [M1S] [M2P] [M2S] [M3P] [M3S] [M4P] [M4S]
Where [MxP] stands for the Position of the Motor Number X and [MxS] stands for the
Speed of the Motor Number X. This command allows set an orientation for the gripper. It
is possible to switch motor number 4 to torque mode by setting its target position (i.e.,
[M4P]) to zero. In this case, a certain current is applied by the drive regardless of the
position of the servomotor. The servomotor starts turning with the predetermined torque
value in the direction that closes the grasping mechanism. The amount of torque is
specified in the last parameter, i.e., [M4S]. If this variable is set to zero, the default
amount of safe torque will be applied. This command was used during the tests with the
KUKA-LWR.
The CRR command has the following structure,
CRR [X] [Y] [Z] [W] [dX] [dY] [dZ] [dW] [d2X] [d2Y] [d2Z] [d2W]
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Where [X], [Y] and [Z] are desired coordinates of the gripper, [W] is coordinate of the
entire carrier, [dX], [dY], [dZ] and [dW] specify maximal allowed speeds of joints while
mowing towards the target, finally [d2X] [d2Y], [d2Z] and [d2W] specify acceleration. If
some parameters are missing or out of allowed range, the default safe value used instead.
The MSRM command has the following structure,
MSRM [ACTION] [X] [Y] [Z] [O] [I] [R] [H] [D] [S] [DT]
Where [ACTION] might be ADD, MOV, START and STOP. [X], [Y] and [Z] are
coordinates of the mushroom in millimeters measured from the top right corner of the
carrier (Figure 61). [O], [I] and [R] are orientation, inclination and rotation accordingly.

Figure 61: Determination of mushroom parameters
[H] and [D] are height of the mushroom and maximal diameter of its cap. Finally, [S] and
[DT] are desired picking Strategy to apply and Direction of Tilting. If some parameters
are missing or out of allowed range, the default safe value used instead.
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Other commands are designed only for debugging, manual tests and diagnostics.

3.6.2 Interrupts
Interruption is an important part of a microcontroller program. The interruption is
generated by either hardware or software to indicate that immediate attention is needed to
process a certain event. To process an interruption, the processor stops executing the
current code, saves the contents of registers to stack and jumps to an interrupt handler (or
an interrupt service routine, ISR). After finishing execution of the interruption code, the
processor restores the state of registers and jumps back to the point in the main code
where it stopped.
The program of the control board uses three interruptions:


USART1_IRQHandler



CAN1_RX0_IRQHandler



CAN1_TX_IRQHandler

The USART1_IRQHandler is called when one of the interrupts, related to UART, is
generated. There are several types of events that might generate this interruption,
including,


A character received: generated when a byte of data transitions from the receiving
shift register to the data register



Transmit Data Register Empty: generated when a byte of data transitions from the
transmission data register to the shift register



Transmission Complete: generated when the transmitter finishes transmission of a
byte of data inside the shift register and the shift register is cleared if the
transmission data register is also empty

Every source-event has different flags, so the type of even has to be determined inside the
interruption handler function.
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In case of receiving a new byte of data, the data is recorded to a buffer. If the flag that
indicates the expectation of transmission is set, a semaphore is generated to trigger a
buffer

processing

outside

the

interruption

routine;

otherwise,

USART1_TX_IRQ_Unexpected function is called. This function prints the content of the
unexpected packet if the program is configured to function in the debug mode. The buffer
has overflow protection.
When an interruption generated because Transmit Data Register became empty, this
function copies to Transmit Data Register a new character from the buffer, if there are
any, otherwise disables this interruption. Disabling this interruption is necessary because
when there is nothing to copy in the Transmit Data Register, this interruption will be
generated every tick of processor clock, disabling the entire program.
After the last character in the shift register has been transmitted to the bus, an interruption
called, to clear the Receiving Data Register (as it contains last transmitted character,
since UART works in half-duplex mode) and generate a semaphore to indicate end of
transmission to the main program.
Since CAN device works with messages instead of individual bytes, related interruption
are much simpler. When called, they only generate corresponding semaphores to signal
that procedure has been accomplished.

3.6.3 Interprocess Communication
The communication between all processes is achieved using standard tools, provided by
the RTOS. Among these are:


Global variables



Mutexes



Queues



Semaphores
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The most important information about the states of the actuators, such as current
positions, current target positions, target velocities and accelerations, operational states,
etc. are stored in global variables. These variables are protected with mutexes to exclude
inconsistency during critical reading and all writing operations in different processes.
Queues are used to process asynchronous messages coming from actuators and operator
(or other subsystems) via USB/Bluetooth.
Synchronization between actuators is manual and achieved using semaphores and special
commands. For example, consider a case when it is necessary to approach a mushroom
and grasp it. First, all parameters of the curve, that has to be executed simultaneously by
all actuators (4 servos and 8 stepper motors) are calculated. Among these parameters are
the travel distance for each actuator and the minimal time required to traverse the
distance. The largest time is selected and the speeds for all actuators are recalculated to
match that time. After that, all parameters are assigned to global variables and an
“activation” semaphore is created. The tasks responsible for communication with certain
type of actuators send the updated parameters to the actuators (target positions and target
speeds), signaling upon completion of that process using semaphores, and starts waiting
for the “activation” semaphore. The task that requested synchronous motion waits until
every actuator receives personal configuration and post “activation” semaphore, which
triggers both communication tasks to broadcast a short command to start motion to the
data bus. At that moment, every actuator receives that command and starts moving to its
own target position with its target speed, which results in a synchronous motion of the
entire robot.

3.6.4 Demonstration Mode
The demonstration mode starts if the blue button on the control board is pressed. During
the demonstration mode, the robot performs a set of preconfigured actions to check the
network connection with all the peripheral devices, operability of every single joint and
the performance of the whole system.
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If the button is pressed again during the execution of the demonstration, the execution is
interrupted and the robot returns to its default position and orientation.
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Chapter 4

4

Tests and Results

In this chapter, experimental results will be presented for both motorized and custom
gripper, and the performance of the carrier and the final assembly will be evaluated. The
chapter will be ended with conclusions and proposed future works.

4.1 Motorized Gripper Tests
The motorized gripper was a simple yet quite an effective solution for conducting
preliminary tests and obtaining minimal amount of necessary statistics. However, this
gripper is not useable in the conditions of a real farm because of its size (almost 40 cm
tall).
Using the Motorized Gripper a series of tests were conducted on real mushrooms in the
lab environment. The KUKA-LWR robot attached with the Motorized Gripper at its end
effector provided sufficient DOFs to perform different uprooting strategies (Figure 25).
An ATI force/torque sensor was used with the KUKA-LWR robot to measure the forces
and torques during each test.
The Motorized Gripper was first tested on foam mushrooms with ferromagnetic plate
attached at the bottom of its stub. The artificial mushroom was attached to the table using
strong neodymium magnet. This setup allowed us to mimic approximately the same
forces required for breaking a real mushroom. These tests allowed us to evaluate the
ability of the gripper to pick real mushrooms.
In the example, shown on Figure 62, the KUKA-LWR performs tilting in two motions:
inclines the mushroom, tilting it around root point, and pulls it out.
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Figure 62: KUKA-LWR with Motorized Gripper used for implementing various
uprooting strategies
The Motorized Gripper included three FESTO fingers as its end effector. The surface of
these fingers provided insufficient friction. Several covers for the fingers were tested to
maximize the friction, including:


Sticky tapes with a thin layer of sponge



Textured rubbers used in safety gloves



Soft rubbers

The gripper showed good performance in picking artificial mushrooms with all of these
covers. After that, a series of tests were conducted on real mushrooms.
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Figure 63: Manual picking strategy formulation
Every basket was manually processed prior to picking. For every mushroom, a certain
picking strategy was selected based on the orientation of the mushroom. The selected
strategy was then performed according to a pre-determined sequence of robot motions.
On the Figure 64 shown how KUKA performs twisting. First motion rotates mushroom
and second pull it up without changing orientation.

Figure 64: KUKA tests strategies with Motorized Gripper: Twisting
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Regardless of the type of the cover used for the finger, after several successful uproots, a
build-up of mushroom tissue was accumulated on the surface of the fingers that made the
surface too slippery for successful uprooting, resulting in failure grasping (Figure 65 and
Figure 66). Losing a grasp always results in unacceptable amount of damage on the cap.

Figure 65: Losing a mushroom leaves deep scratches on the cap

Figure 66: Severe damage after an unsuccessful pick
It was concluded that a successful and reliable grasp of a mushroom should not rely on
the surfaces that could lose their friction after slight contamination or moisture
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accumulation. It was also concluded that the geometry of the fingers or the surface of the
fingers should be such that moisture and contaminations cannot affect their friction. In
addition, fingers should spread pressure quite equally (surface should be soft enough) to
avoid the damage of bruising or scratching the cap at the point of contact. Based on these
findings, it was concluded that it was not possible to completely avoid using covers. At
the same time, the cover should not significantly increase thickness of the fingers to
maintain minimal required space for safe wrapping around the cap.
Tests with KUKA-LWR allowed for gathering necessary statistical information about the
process of breaking a mushroom and estimating some valuable parameters, such as:


Forces that has to applied to detach a mushroom from substrate



Force constraints that prevent damaging mushrooms during that process



Average angles of displacement of a mushroom sufficient for breaking the stub



Quantitative estimation of forces that might affect the gripper

To this end, the ATI force/torque sensor provided necessary information about the forces
affecting the process, including the forces applied along the main X,Y,Z axes and the
torques around these axes (Figure 67).
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Figure 67: The axes of ATI Force and Torque sensor
Examples of the data obtained from ATI sensor are shown in Figures 68 to 74.
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Figure 68: Twisting + Tilting forces example 1
In the first example, a mushroom was successfully picked using twisting with tilting
motions applied simultaneously. The most efforts in this case were the torques around X
and Y axes reaching to 0.8 Nm.
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Figure 69: Twisting + Tilting forces example 2
The second example shows a successful pick of a mushroom using a wider tilting angle.
The constant bias in the second part of the graph is due to a long and heavy gripper
attached to the sensor.
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Figure 70: Twisting + Tilting forces example 3
The third example demonstrates a successful pick of a mushroom using minimal tilting
and twisting angles.
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Figure 71: Twisting forces example 4
The fourth example represents forces applied to a mushroom during a dual twisting in
opposite directions, which resulted in an unsuccessful pick.
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Figure 72: Twisting forces example 5
A record of forces during a successful pick of a mushroom with a thick stub using only
twisting is shown in the fifth example.
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Figure 73: Tilting forces example 6
Example six shows the forces applied to one of the mushrooms in a cluster. Tilting was
performed using a wide angle around the longitudinal axis of the gripper.
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Figure 74: Tilting forces example 7
Example 7 depicts the forces used to successfully pick a mushroom.
After analyzing the data obtained from the ATI™ force/torque sensor and the area of
contact, the optimal squeezing force required for successful grasping of mushrooms was
estimated to be around 1 kg per finger at the point of contact with the mushroom.
Figure 75 and Table 3 summarized the results obtained from these tests.
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Figure 75: Space required for performing different picking strategies
Table 3: Preliminary experimental data summary
Maximum force before causing visible damage on the cap as a
result of excessive compression
Necessary force to break and uproot a mushroom one way or
another
Optimal angles for detaching a stub from mycelium
Amount of space used for wrapping fingers and applying
uprooting strategies (Figure 75)

5 N/cm2
< 2 N along X and Y
< 14 N along Z
Tilting: 30°
Twisting: 25°
Wrapping: 6 cm2
Tilting: +20 cm2
Twisting: +8 cm2
Pulling: +0 cm2

An equal angle between the fingers is an optimum solution to the grasp planning
problem. However, the scarcity of the space made it clear that such a finger configuration
was not feasible in practice. In many cases, all three fingers were not able to come to full
contact with the mushroom cap and as a result, in many cases the gripper failed to uproot
the mushroom (Figure 76).
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Figure 76: Problem with fingers with 120° spacers between them
The theory of the grasp planning also suggests that having only two fingers is not
sufficient for a stable grasp. In practice, the use of two fingers, in fact, led to a significant
number of failures even with perfect positioning. Considering all these conclusions, it
was decided to have three fingers in an unsymmetrical configuration with two fingers
opposing one.
Another discovery was made during uprooting angled mushroom. The application of the
“pull-up” strategy to angled mushrooms usually leads to successful results (Figure 77).

Figure 77: Uprooting angled mushroom
This effect can be explained by considering stub’s flexibility, which when pulled upward
it bends and creates a natural lever that tends to rotate around the cap-to-stub and stub-tosoil attachment points. A rotation around any of those attachment points results in stub
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detachment. However, the cap-to-stub attachment point is usually much stronger than the
stub-to-soil, hence, successful uproots are much more frequent (85% of cases). The
application of “pull-up” strategy to angled mushrooms allows minimizing the required
amount of space for uprooting them.

4.2 Customized Gripper Tests
Upon finalizing the assembly, the custom gripper was attached to the KUKA-LWR and
tested before installing it on the carrier. The KUKA-LWR was configured to mimic the
motions of the carrier by locking the orientation of its last joint and being moved along
XYZ coordinates of the task space only (Figure 78).

Figure 78: KUKA tests new gripper
Various picking strategies were examined on both artificial foam and real mushrooms.
The trials had three main goals. The first one was to ensure that grasping part of the
gripper could apply sufficient amount of torque to hold and manipulate the mushrooms.
The second goal was to ensure efficiency of picking strategies applied by the new
gripper. The third goal was efficiency evaluation of the new scheme of fingers
positioning. To that end, the “Pull-UP” strategy was mostly used as the most difficult
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strategy for the gripper (Figure 79) even though it was not the best strategy in terms of its
accuracy (Figure 80).

Figure 79: Pulling up one of the sturdiest mushrooms

Figure 80: Problem with pulling up sturdy mushrooms
Since the gripper demonstrated excellent performance in pulling out mushrooms without
any difficulty, it was decided to repeat the tests under more demanding conditions such as
pulling out wet mushrooms (Figure 81). The gripper successfully passed these tests as
well; even though, FESTO fingers did not perform very well and started to deform in
unexpected points under excessive load.
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Figure 81: Pulling up wet mushroom
The fingers were overloaded since wet mushrooms were extremely slippery, making
friction negligibly small. In this case, holding a mushroom was only possible by a
geometrical grasp which is more force demanding on flexible fingers.

4.3 Carrier Tests
The carrier was tested to evaluate the performance of its joints. The results of these test
are presented in Table 4.

Table 4: Carrier performance data
Axis
Travel Distance Average Result
Joint 1, axis X
1000 mm
1.60 s
Joint 2, axis Y
1200 mm
0.85 s
Joint 3, axis Z
200 mm
1.55 s
Wheels
(MaxSpeed)
150 rpm
Joints 1 and 3 showed slightly slower speed than required. However, normal use of these
joints does not require the full range of motion. For instance, when the gripper is at
normal orientation, it is not safe to lower joint 3 below 100mm elevation, otherwise the
fingers might be damaged.

4.4 Performance of the Mobile Mushroom Harvester
To evaluate the performance of the entire system, a demo program was developed. The
demonstration program included a series of actions including the harvester picking
imaginary mushrooms located at various locations inside the working area and bringing
them to the edge of the carrier to drop them off as quickly as possible.
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Figure 82: Mushrooms picking test sequence
The picking sequence is shown in the Figure 82. The area where the gripper might reach
mushrooms (working area) is shown in Figure 83.

Figure 83: Available working area for the gripper
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The results of this test are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5: Harvester delivery performance data
Task
Time
Closest mushroom delivery
1.5 s
Furthest mushroom delivery
3.2 s
Mixed distance mushroom delivery
4.5 s
Average productivity (per gripper) 13 Mushrooms per minute
To test the accuracy and repeatability of the robot, a special program was developed. The
program was designed such that during the execution of the program all joints of the
robot were became active. The robot traveled from point 1 to point 2 for a certain number
of times. At each point, the robot draw a mark on the paper with a marker. The absolute
location of these marks determine the accuracy of the robot and the closeness of these
marks to each other determines the repeatability of robot. Figure 84 demonstrates the
setup and Figure 85 demonstrates the result of this test. The diameter of the spot is about
2 mm, which shows excellent repeatability considering that the travel along the X and Y
axes as well as the travel distance of the whole carrier was about 1 meter. In order to
compensate sliding of the carrier on the slippery floor, axis X was actuated
simultaneously with actuation of the wheels but in the opposite direction.

Figure 84: Repeatability test setup
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Figure 85: Closeness of the marks after 50 attempts
Upon achieving acceptable results from the mechanical part of the harvester, a new series
of experiments were conducted with foam mushrooms. The main goals of these
experiments were to evaluate the ability of the robot to approach mushrooms from
different orientations and the ability to apply different picking strategies.

Figure 86: Positions of the artificial mushrooms for picking evaluation
To conduct these experiments, four artificial mushrooms were attached to the floor under
the harvester, using neodymium magnets. Two of them were located close to each other
and the other two were representing a cluster.
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Figure 87: Picking artificial mushrooms sequentially
The harvester demonstrated excellent ability to grasp mushrooms within all orientations
without any difficulties. After grasping, it also demonstrated sufficient flexibility for
flawless execution of any picking strategy.
The results of the full picking cycle are presented in Table 6. The full cycle time was
measured from the moment when the harvester selected a mushroom for picking in a
queue to the moment when it droped the mushroom at a predetermined drop point and
selected the next mushroom from the queue. The strategy execution time was measured
from the moment of grasping a mushroom until the moment of reaching the top point and
a neutral orientation for transferring the mushroom to the drop point.
Table 6: Full picking cycle data
Task
Mushroom #1
Mushroom #2
Mushroom #3
Mushroom #4

Full picking
cycle time
7.5 s
6.5 s
7.6 s
8.0 s

Strategy execution
time
Tilt Forward
1.9 s
Twist CCW
1.3 s
Twist CCW+Pull Up
1.8 s
Tilt Back+Twist CW+Pull Up
2.3 s
Picking strategy applied

This trial shows that the actual productivity of the harvester is approximately eight
mushrooms per minute per gripper.
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Figure 88: Overview of the harvester inside the growing shelf
Upon confirming that the harvester was able to work with mushrooms with various
orientations, a series of tests with real mushrooms was conducted. These tests closely
represented the actual conditions of a real mushroom farm, i.e. the harvester was placed
inside the growing shelf and a piece of substrate with mushrooms was placed at the same
level, as if it would be in a real farm (Figure 86). The only differences from the real
conditions of the farm were the environmental conditions (such as temperature and
humidity) and the area of the substrate with mushrooms.
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Figure 89: Meeting space requirements of the growing shelves
These experiments also verified that the harvester met all space requirements imposed by
the growing shelves. Only the blue water sprinkler (which is an additional non-standard
component) may interfere with the gripper track at maximal elevation of the gripper. The
sprinklers can be easily modified to a shorter length. Even with the current sprinklers, it
was not necessary to use the maximal elevation of the gripper and there were about 3mm
of space above the gripper to spare.
In Figure 89, the wooden construction in the background mark the actual elevation of the
substrate layer used for growing mushrooms in the farm.
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Figure 90: Series of picking tests with real mushrooms

During the experiments, the location of the mushrooms were measured and added to a
picking queue for harvesting. The manual measurements of the mushroom locations took
approximately 10-15 minutes per mushroom.

Figure 91: Picking mushroom from a cluster with common root
During the tests, the harvester made overall 20 attempts and 19 mushrooms were
successfully picked without or with minimal damage at average speed of 8.0 mushrooms
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per minute, resulting in 95% efficiency. It is important to note that such high efficiency
was achieved with non-optimal fingers. Also, the sizes, positions, and orientations of
mushrooms, as well as the picking strategies to apply were all measured and selected
manually, since the system does not have the vision system yet. It is expected that the
addition of the vision system will further increase the efficiency of the system. For
example, in Figure 91, the harvester successfully picked one of the mushrooms from a
cluster affecting other mushrooms in the cluster. As a result, the subsequent picking from
that cluster resulted in failure. Such a failure would have been avoided, had the system
included a vision system.

4.5 Conclusion
Based on the objective defined, the research was conducted. A set of functional and nonfunctional requirements to achieve the specific objectives of the project was determined.
These requirements along with initial information obtained in previous studies allowed us
to develop the engineering specifications of the system. The feasibility of the system
specifications were evaluated using preliminary experiments. Based on the results of
these experiments and the initial system specifications, initial design concepts for the
custom gripper and the carrier were formulated. The design concepts were analyze and
the required materials and suitable actuation and sensing components were selected. In
selecting the actuation and sensing components special considerations were given to the
minimizing the complexity of the final system. All necessary parts were designed and
prototyped. The parts were assembled into functional prototypes. The control of the
prototypes was achieved using the evaluation board with the STM32 microcontroller. The
software for controlling the hardware was developed. The prototypes were successfully
tested both separately and together. The results of the experiments were presented.
Overall, the developed system met all of our requirements obtained from the initial
objectives of the project. The results of this project clearly proved both feasibility and
variability of an autonomous solution for harvesting an agricultural good and has opened
up new possibilities in agricultural robotics.
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4.6 Proposed future works


Develop and conduct experiments with the gripper, equipped with additional
sensors (in joints and especially in fingers) for further studies in the theory of
grasping



Further optimization of the gripper mechanism to increase freedom of the motions
and improve mass balance



Further optimization of the actuation system of the gripper to further decrease the
costs of the actuators, increase reliability, and achieve better mass-to-torque ratio.



Optimizing the mechanism of the grasping part of the gripper for further
improvement of grasping efficiency.



Further optimization of the carrier mechanism to improve available working area
and productivity.



Integrate vision system to achieve fully automatic picking



Conduct experiments and measure productivity increase when using several
frames with grippers per carrier
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Appendices
Appendix A: Features of the STM32F407VG
 Core: ARM® 32-bit Cortex®-M4 CPU with FPU, Adaptive real-time accelerator (ART Accelerator™)
allowing 0-wait state execution from Flash memory, frequency up to 168 MHz, memory protection unit,
210 DMIPS/1.25 DMIPS/MHz (Dhrystone 2.1), and DSP instructions
 Memories:
- Up to 1 Mbyte of Flash memory
- Up to 192+4 Kbytes of SRAM including 64-Kbyte of CCM (core coupled memory) data RAM
- Flexible static memory controller supporting Compact Flash, SRAM, PSRAM, NOR and NAND
memories
 LCD parallel interface, 8080/6800 modes
 Clock, reset and supply management
- 1.8 V to 3.6 V application supply and I/Os
- POR, PDR, PVD and BOR
- 4-to-26 MHz crystal oscillator
- Internal 16 MHz factory-trimmed RC (1% accuracy)
- 32 kHz oscillator for RTC with calibration
- Internal 32 kHz RC with calibration
- Sleep, Stop and Standby modes
- VBATsupply for RTC, 20×32 bit backup registers + optional 4 KB backup SRAM
 3×12-bit, 2.4 MSPS A/D converters: up to 24 channels and 7.2 MSPS in triple interleaved mode
 2×12-bit D/A converters
 General-purpose DMA: 16-stream DMA controller with FIFOs and burst support
 Up to 17 timers: up to twelve 16-bit and two 32-bit timers up to 168 MHz, each with up to 4
IC/OC/PWM or pulse counter and quadrature (incremental) encoder input
 Debug mode
- Serial wire debug (SWD) & JTAG interfaces
- Cortex-M4 Embedded Trace Macrocell™
 Up to 140 I/O ports with interrupt capability
- Up to 136 fast I/Os up to 84 MHz
- Up to 138 5 V-tolerant I/Os
 Up to 15 communication interfaces
- Up to 3 × I2C interfaces (SMBus/PMBus)
- Up to 4 USARTs/2 UARTs (10.5 Mbit/s, ISO 7816 interface, LIN, IrDA, modem control)
- Up to 3 SPIs (42 Mbits/s), 2 with muxed full-duplex I2S to achieve audio class accuracy via internal
audio PLL or external clock
- 2 × CAN interfaces (2.0B Active)
- SDIO interface
 Advanced connectivity
- USB 2.0 full-speed device/host/OTG controller with on-chip PHY
- USB 2.0 high-speed/full-speed device/host/OTG controller with dedicated DMA, on-chip full-speed
PHY and ULPI
- 10/100 Ethernet MAC with dedicated DMA: supports IEEE 1588v2 hardware, MII/RMII
 8- to 14-bit parallel camera interface up to 54 Mbytes/s
 True random number generator
 CRC calculation unit
 RTC: subsecond accuracy, hardware calendar
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Appendix B: Available Instructions for MX-64
#

Name

0x01

PING

Description
This command does not instruct anything. It is only used when receiving Status
Packet or confirming the existence of a unit with a specific ID.

READ
This command is to read data in the Control Table
DATA
WRITE
This command is to write data to the Control Table
0x03
DATA
The REG_WRITE command is similar to the WRITE_DATA command in terms
of function, but differs in terms of the timing that a command is executed. When
Instruction Packet arrives, it is saved in the buffer and the WRITE operation
REG
remains in the standby state. At this moment, Registered Instruction (Address
0x04
WRITE
0x2C) is set as “1”. Then, when ACTION Instruction Packet arrives, Registered
Instruction changes into “0” and the registered WRITE command is finally
executed.
0x05 ACTION This command is to execute the Write action registered by REG_WRITE
0x06 RESET This command is to reset the Control Table of unit to the factory default setting
This command is used to control several units simultaneously, transmitting only
one Instruction Packet. When this command is used, several commands are
SYNC transmitted at once, so the communication time is reduced when multiple units are
0x83
WRITE controlled. However, the SYNC WRITE command can be used only if both the
instruction and the data address in the Control Table to write are identical. Besides,
ID should be transmitted as Broadcasting ID: 0xFE.
This command is used for reading the values of parameters from several units
simultaneously, by sending a single Instruction Packet. The packet length is
reduced compared to sending many READ commands, and the idle time between
BULK
the status packets being returned is also reduced to save communication time.
0x92
READ
However, this command cannot be used to read data several times from a single
unit. If module with same ID specified several times, only the first specified
parameter will be processed.
0x02
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Appendix C: MX-64 Control table

EEPROM

Area Address Name
Description
Access Init Value
Model Number(L)
Lowest byte of model number
R
54 (0x36)
0 (0x00)
Model Number(H)
Highest byte of model number
R
1 (0x01)
1 (0x01)
Version of Firmware
Information on the version of firmware
R
2 (0x02)
ID
ID of Dynamixel
RW 1 (0x01)
3 (0x03)
Baud Rate
Baud Rate of Dynamixel
RW 34 (0x22)
4 (0x04)
Return Delay Time
Return Delay Time
RW 250 (0xFA)
5 (0x05)
CW Angle Limit(L)
Lowest byte of clockwise Angle Limit
RW 0 (0x00)
6 (0x06)
CW Angle Limit(H)
Highest byte of clockwise Angle Limit
RW 0 (0x00)
7 (0x07)
CCW Angle Limit(L)
Lowest byte of counterclockwise Angle Limit
RW 255 (0xFF)
8 (0x08)
CCW Angle Limit(H)
Highest byte of counterclockwise Angle Limit
RW 15 (0x0F)
9 (0x09)
Internal Limit Temperature
RW 80 (0x50)
11 (0x0B) the Highest Limit Temperature
Lowest Limit Voltage
RW 60 (0x3C)
12 (0x0C) the Lowest Limit Voltage
Highest Limit Voltage
RW 160 (0xA0)
13 (0x0D) the Highest Limit Voltage
Max Torque(L)
Lowest byte of Max. Torque
RW 255 (0xFF)
14 (0x0E)
Max Torque(H)
Highest byte of Max. Torque
RW 3 (0x03)
15 (0x0F)
Status Return Level
Status Return Level
RW 2 (0x02)
16 (0x10)
Alarm LED
LED for Alarm
RW 36 (0x24)
17 (0x11)
Alarm Shutdown
Shutdown for Alarm
RW 36 (0x24)
18 (0x12)
Multi Turn Offset(L)
multi-turn offset least significant byte (LSB)
RW 0 (0x00)
20 (0x14)
Multi Turn Offset(H)
multi-turn offset most significant byte (MSB)
RW 0 (0x00)
21 (0x15)
Resolution Divider
Resolution divider
RW 1 (0x01)
22 (0x16)
Torque Enable
Torque On/Off
RW 0 (0x00)
24 (0x18)
LED
LED On/Off
RW 0 (0x00)
25 (0x19)
D Gain
Derivative Gain
RW 0 (0x00)
26 (0x1A)
I Gain
Integral Gain
RW 0 (0x00)
27 (0x1B)
P Gain
Proportional Gain
RW 32 (0x20)
28 (0x1C)
Goal Position(L)
Lowest byte of Goal Position
RW
30 (0x1E)
Goal Position(H)
Highest byte of Goal Position
RW
31 (0x1F)
Moving Speed(L)
Lowest byte of Moving Speed (Moving Velocity) RW
32 (0x20)
Moving Speed(H)
Highest byte of Moving Speed (Moving Velocity) RW
33 (0x21)
Torque Limit(L)
Lowest byte of Torque Limit (Goal Torque)
RW
ADD14
34 (0x22)
Torque Limit(H)
Highest byte of Torque Limit (Goal Torque)
RW
ADD15
35 (0x23)
Present Position(L)
Lowest byte of Current Position (Present Velocity) R
36 (0x24)
Present Position(H)
Highest byte of Current Position (Present Velocity) R
37 (0x25)
Present Speed(L)
Lowest byte of Current Speed
R
38 (0x26)
Present Speed(H)
Highest byte of Current Speed
R
39 (0x27)
Present Load(L)
Lowest byte of Current Load
R
40 (0x28)
Present Load(H)
Highest byte of Current Load
R
41 (0x29)
Present Voltage
Current Voltage
R
42 (0x2A)
Present Temperature
Current Temperature
R
43 (0x2B)
Registered
Means if Instruction is registered
R
0 (0x00)
44 (0x2C)
Moving
Means if there is any movement
R
0 (0x00)
46 (0x2E)
Lock
Locking EEPROM
RW 0 (0x00)
47 (0x2F)
Punch(L)
Lowest byte of Punch
RW 0 (0x00)
48 (0x30)
Punch(H)
Highest byte of Punch
RW 0 (0x00)
49 (0x31)
Current(L)
Lowest byte of Consuming Current
RW 0 (0x00)
68 (0x44)
Current(H)
Highest byte of Consuming Current
RW 0 (0x00)
69 (0x45)
Torque control mode on/off
RW 0 (0x00)
70 (0x46) Torque Control Mode Enable
Goal Torque(L)
Lowest byte of goal torque value
RW 0 (0x00)
71 (0x47)
Goal Torque(H)
Highest byte of goal torque value
RW 0 (0x00)
72 (0x48)
Goal Acceleration
Goal Acceleration
RW 0 (0x00)
73 (0x49)
RAM
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Appendix D: SDO message parameters explanation

3 bits
ccs

Data carrier (8 bytes)
Byte 0
Bytes 1-2
1 bit
2 bits
1 bit
1 bit
2 bytes
reserved(0)
n
e
s
index

Byte 3
1 byte
subindex

Bytes 4-7
4 bytes
data

The client command specifier of the SDO transfer.
0 - during SDO segment download
1 - Initiating download
2 - Initiating upload
ccs
3 - SDO segment upload
4 - Aborting an SDO transfer
5 - SDO block upload
6 - SDO block download
The number of bytes in the data part of the message
n
If set, indicates that all data is contained within the current message. If this bit
is cleared then the message is a segmented transfer where the data does not fit
e
into one message and multiple messages are used.
If set, indicates that the data size is specified in n, otherwise, in the data part
s
of the message
Is the object dictionary index of the data to be accessed (i.e. number of a
index
variable)
Is the subindex of the object dictionary variable (i.e. index in the array, if
subindex
variable in this object is array)
Contains the data to be uploaded in the case of an expedited transfer (e is set),
data
or the size of the data to be uploaded (s is set, e is not set)
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Appendix E: Controlword structure and description

Bit Name
4
5
6
9

Definition
0-to-1: The next positioning will be started after the last one has
New set point
completed.
Change immediately Not supported
Absolute/relative
0 = new position is absolute; 1 = new position is relative
Change set point
Not supported

Command

Bits of Controlword
Transitions
Bit 7 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0
0
x
1
1
0
2, 6, 8
0
0
1
1
1
3

Shutdown
Switch on
Switch on+
0
Enable operation
0
Disable voltage
0
Quick stop
0
Disable operation
0
Enable operation
0-to-1
Fault reset

1

1

1

1

3+4

x
x
0
1
x

x
0
1
1
x

0
1
1
1
x

x
x
1
1
x

7, 9, 10, 12
7, 10, 11
5
4, 16
15
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Appendix F: Statusword structure and description

Bit
10
12
13
14
15

Name
Target reached
Set point acknowledge
Following error
Motor activity
Direction of rotation

Definition
Set when the motor is within the target position window
0 = set point processed; 1 = set point still in process
Not supported
0 = motor stop; 1 = motor rotates
This bit determines/shows the direction of rotation

Statusword mask (bin)
xxxx xxxx x0xx 0000
xxxx xxxx x1xx 0000
xxxx xxxx x01x 0001
xxxx xxxx x01x 0011
xxxx xxxx x01x 0111
xxxx xxxx x00x 0111
xxxx xxxx x0xx 1111
xxxx xxxx x0xx 1000

PDS FSA state
Not ready to switch on
Switch on disabled
Ready to switch on
Switched on
Operation enabled
Quick stop active
Fault reaction active
Fault
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Appendix G: CANopen COB-ID codes and parameters

Communication
object
NMT Service
SYNC object
EMCY object
T_PDO1
R_PDO1
T_PDO2
R_PDO2
T_PDO3
R_PDO3
T_PDO4
R_PDO4
T_SDO
R_SDO
LMT Services
NMT ID-Service
DBT Services
NMT Services

Function Node address,
code
node ID [1...127]
0000
0000000
0001
0000000
0001
xxxxxxx
0011
xxxxxxx
0100
xxxxxxx
0101
xxxxxxx
0110
xxxxxxx
0111
xxxxxxx
1000
xxxxxxx
1001
xxxxxxx
1010
xxxxxxx
1011
xxxxxxx
1100
xxxxxxx
1111
110010x
1111
1100110
1111
1100xxx
1111
110100x

COB-ID DEC (HEX) + parameters
0 (0x0000)
128 (0x0080) 1005h....1007h
128 (0x0080) + node ID 1014h, 1015h
384 (0x0180) + node ID 1800h
512 (0x0200) + node ID 1400h
640 (0x0280) + node ID 1801h
768 (0x0300) + node ID 1401h
896 (0x0380) + node ID 1802h
1024 (0x0400) + node ID 1402h
1152 (0x0480) + node ID 1803h
1280 (0x0500) + node ID 1403
1408 (0x0580) + node ID
1536 (0x0600) + node ID
2020 (0x07E4), 2021 (0x7E5)
2022 (0x07E6)
2023 (0x07E7), 2024 (0x7F8)
2025 (0x07E9), 2026 (0x7EA)
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Appendix H: List of supported commands
Parameters in [square brackets] are required, parameters in <angle brackets> are not
necessary—if not specified, safe default value used. All commands are in upper case.
HELP
CH_DBG_MSG_MD <num>
GRP [M1P] [M1S] [M2P] [M2S] [M3P] [M3S] [M4P] [M4S]
CRR [x] [y] [z] [w] [dx] [dy] [dz] [dw] [d2x] [d2y] [d2z] [d2w]
GRC [POS] <force/speed>
GDM
CDM
ADD [x] [y] [z] [o] [i] 0 [h] [d] [s] [td]
MOV [x] [y] [z] [o] [i] 0 [h] [d]
MSRM
START
STOP
MOV [POS] [SPD]
GOTO [POS] [SPD]
LOAD
POS
VOLT
GET
CURR
TEMP
SERVO [NUM]
TORQ_LIM
ID [NEW_ID]
LIM [MIN] [MAX]
TORQ_MODE [0/1]
SET
TORQ_GOAL [11-bit VAL]
TORQ_LIM [10-bit VAL]
ALARMS [7-bit VAL]
SYNC
CH_COMM_MD
INIT
NMT [VAL]
SEND [INTERFACE][NUM] [VAL]
RESET
STOP
GOTO [POS] [SPD] [ACC]
MOV [POS] [SPD] [ACC]
PPM
WHL
STEPPER [NUM]
POSERR [VAL]
ENC [0/1]
SET
MODE [VAL]
MSTEP [VAL]
STATE [VAL]
OBJ [INDEX] [LEN] [SUB] [DATA]
STATE
FULL STATE
MODE
GET
POS
RPOS
OBJ [INDEX] [SUBINDEX]
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